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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The aim of elementary particle physics is to discover new fundamental laws of nature
and to classify and develop a profound theoretical framework that arranges particles
in simple patterns and describes their interactions in a unified way. The Standard
Model of elementary particle physics fits this prescription and it has withstood all
experimental tests so far. Quantum chromodynamics, QCD, is a part of the Stan-
dard Model which describes interactions among quarks. It contains roughly two parts
which are essentially different. The high energy part which can be described by a per-
turbative framework and in principle does not represent any problem while in practice
is very tedious to calculate. The second part concerns low energy effects which can
not be calculated in Standard Model QCD due to a strong coupling constant. How-
ever, phenomenological models or ansatzes based on appropriate symmetries can be
used to mimic the effects of low energy QCD. One of the frontiers of todays particle
physics is attached to effective models of QCD.

Even though there has not been observed any deviation from the Standard Model
there are some sectors that still need to be investigated more deeply due to seemingly
improper descriptions which probably are due to their complexity or maybe more
interesting, new physics. One of the most interesting areas in this concern is non-
leptonic decays which describes interactions containing only hadronic states. An
example of such processes, comprising merely mesons, are K —>• 2ir decays. These
processes have puzzled physicists in many years. They exhibit unexpected ratios
between different decays. This is referred to as the A7 = 1/2 rule which refers to a
change of isospin in the initial and final states. Another phenomenon which occurs in
K —>• 2n decays is CP-violation. This is indicated by a non-zero ratio of e'/e. It has
to do with the matter/antimatter asymmetry in the universe and there are several
experiments measuring its value. Another important process in non-leptonic decays
is K° — K mixing. Especially, there are some diverging points of view related to the
long distance effects and they should therefore be investigated further. The study of
the A7 = 1/2 rule, e'/e and K° — K mixing is the main motivation for this thesis.



1.2 Introduction to the Standard Model

The purpose is to calculate effects within the Chiral Quark Model which is a low
energy model of QCD.

The thesis is organized as follows. After this loose motivation the Standard Model
is introduced with a focus on low energy QCD in addition to a more thorough and
quantitative description of the motivating A/ = 1/2 rule. The last part of this intro-
ductory chapter is devoted to symmetries of QCD and the introduction of Goldstone
bosons which are relics of a seemingly broken symmetry. The second chapter con-
tains standard approaches to non-leptonic decays including some historical remarks
about the A/ = 1/2 rule. The third chapter describes perturbative corrections to
non-leptonic decays yielding effective Lagrangians at quark level. This also includes
a short description of the renormalization procedure. In the next chapter Chiral Per-
turbation Theory xPT is introduced as an effective Lagrangian of QCD at very low
energies while in the fifth chapter we present xQM- This model also contains soft
gluons which can be used to describe gluon condensate contributions. This part con-
tains results which have not been presented elsewhere. The main results of applying
the xQM in A'-meson decays are presented in chapter six together with some ideas
about the condensed penguin diagram. Chapter seven contains a short resume while
some details concerning Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and technical details appearing
in K —> n analysis are left for the appendix.

1.2 Introduction to the Standard Model

The Standard Model consists of quarks and leptons which constitute all matter. In
addition, there are mediators of the different forces, among them the electromagnetic
field (photon or 7) is most familiar due to its presence in our daily life. In 1984 there
was a major breakthrough in particle physics due to the discoveries of the W± and
Z bosons. They were necessary ingredients in the unified theory of SU(2)L ® 1/(1)
which was introduced already in the 1960's. The unification refers to electromagnetic
and weak forces and this is now a part of the Standard Model. The SU(2)L ® U{\)
refers to the symmetry of the Lagrangian which describes the interactions. A gauge
field acts as a mediator of the different forces and it was originally included in order
to have a symmetry of local phase transformations. This meant that experimentally
measured quantities should not depend on wherever the experiment took place or
what kind of measuring devices one used. Choosing a particular gauge corresponds
in a way to choose a measuring unit. The fermionic fields in the Standard Model are
two-component left-handed fields transforming as doublets under SU(2) and right-
handed singlets.

The complete Standard Model also exhibits SU(3)C symmetry, where the index c
denotes colour. This symmetry is thought to be exact in the quark sector. It gives
rise to eight gluons which mediate the strong force.

The matter fields in the Standard Model are 6 leptons and 6 quarks. The charges
in units of the elementary charge in the leptonic sector are (—1) for the electron, the
muon and the tau while the neutrinos are neutral. In the quark sector the charges
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for u,c,t are 2/3 while for d,s,b are ( — 1/3). In addition, there are antiparticle states
with opposite sign on the charges. The particles are divided into right-handed singlets
and left-handed doublets. The right-handed quark and lepton fields are singlets in
weak isospin:

(«)fl, (<*)«, (S)R, (C)R, {b)R, (t)R, (ue)R, (*,„)„, {ur)R, (e)R, (fi)R, (r)R. (1.1)

The left-handed lepton doublets are:

v'\ M r . ) . i ; ,L
and the left-handed quark doublets are:

where the primed fields are

. ( ! ) • '

and V is the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix which connects the weak
eigenstates (primed) with the mass eigenstates (unprimed). One can write the unitary
matrix V as

/ Kd Vus Vub \
V=\ Vcd Vcs Vcb

\ v« vu vtb )
The different quantities can be measured in experiments and the numbers are given
in ref. [1]. The CKM matrix can be parametrized by three angles and one phase.
They can be determined experimentally by actual processes. A non-zero magnitude
of the phase would indicate CP-violation. One should note, however, that this is
not the only condition; in addition there are constraints on the mixing angles and
Jarlskog has shown that the quark masses within a given charge sector must not
exhibit degeneracies (e.g. mu ^ mc). This is contained in the Jarlskog determinant
[2].

The expected top quark has recently been discovered at Fermilab by two collab-
orations. Its mass is found to be around \80GeV which is considerable larger than
the other quark masses. Even though there is no formal hindrance in extending the
theory to more doublets, the four collaborations at LEP/CERN have shown that
there are no more than three light neutrinos and therefore probably no more than
three lepton families. The word "light" in this circumstance usually refers to masses
smaller than about M2/2. In astrophysics there are also indications of three lepton
families. It has been determined through a study of light elements in the universe [3].

The last ingredient is the Higgs field. Without it, all other particles are massless
in order to have a gauge invariant theory. By acquiring a non-zero vacuum expec-
tation value of the Higgs field gives rise to masses of other particles through their
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interactions. This is called the Higgs mechanism. The long awaited Higgs boson is
the only particle which is still missing. Unfortunately, its mass is not predicted by the
Standard Model but the energy range can be limited by looking at higher order cor-
rections and compare with experiment. This reflects the importance of high accuracy
experiments. The sensitivity to higher energy scales gives a unique opportunity to
do research at energy ranges which is not actually reachable with todays accelerator
devices. The Higgs particle have been searched for in various experiments and decay
channels but has not been found. However, this last path in the maze will hopefully
be found at the forthcoming Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. Even if it is
seemingly a dead end concerning Higgs, a lot of other theories like for instance su-
persymmetry will prosper and new ideas concerning masses on fermions and bosons
will pop up.

Formally, the basic interaction in the weak sector that we will be concerned with
can be written

£w — ^~J Wp + h.c. (1-2)

where gw is the weak coupling constant. The W boson is coupled to the charged
current which is

(d\
Jtl = {uc ?)V7 | IL a , (1.3)

w
where L = (1 —^5)/2 is a left-handed projection operator or chirality operator. The
separation of the fundamental particle contents in left- and right-handed doublets and
singlets reflects that nature can distinguish between left and right. This is a peculiar
thing about weak interactions and the W fields only couple to the left-handed part
of the fermion fields. This is called V — A theory, referring to the Dirac structure of
the interaction.

The strong sector of the Standard Model is written

1

CQCV = i[il"Dn — Mq]q — -Ga C?"'"". (1.4)
4

The covariant derivative and the gluon tensor are defined as

and

respectively, where the «a's are the generators of the 5(7(3)c group and A°'s are the
gluon fields.

Due to the SU(Z)C symmetry of the Standard Model each quark can appear in
three different states with definite quantum numbers. They can be denoted red,
blue and green. These states are sometimes called colour-charge, but have in fact
nothing to do with neither colour nor charge as we know from daily life. They should
merely be looked upon as three degrees of freedom per quark. It is postulated by
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Greenberg that physical particles must be colourless, i.e. have a singlet structure in
colour. From group theory one can construct singlets by combining qqq or qq states
which we identify as baryons and mesons, respectively. Four quark states (qqqq) or
hybrids {qqgg) or glueballs (gg), (ggg) could also in principle exist, but should be
rare compared to states with few quarks.

At high energies the coupling constant of strong interaction is small enough to
allow a perturbative description. However, the word "constant" should be put in
quotation marks since its magnitude varies with energy. The coupling depends on
the energy-momentum scale Q and including only one loop corrections it may be
written

A'TT

(1.7)

for Q2 S> AqCD and where j3o is related to the number of quark flavours Nj as
0o = 11 — |Ar/ and the constant AQCD is a characteristic scale of QCD and is of the
order of a few hundred MeV'. The functional dependence on Q2 means that at large
Q2 the coupling constant becomes small and the theory is asymptotically free. Hence,
a perturbative description in terms of weakly interacting quarks and gluons makes
sense. A recipe for treating QCD radiative corrections in weak interactions is to make
use of the operator product expansion and renormalization group methods [4]. The
operator product expansion characterizes the product of non-local field operators at
high energies with an appropriate basis of local operators and their coefficients. The
coefficients are calculated with renormalization group methods. The long distance
effects are accounted for by matrix elements of the local operators and must be
treated by non-perturbative methods. This technique is standard with respect to
effective non-leptonic Lagrangians due to the approximate point interaction in weak
processes at low energies. In these interactions, two hadronic charged weak currents
are coupled by the exchange of W* bosons. The hadronic current involves the CKM
matrix as seen from eq. 1.3. If the CKM matrix V was equal to unity, there would be
only transitions between unprimed particles in the same multiplet and hence no non-
leptonic decay. For interactions where the participating particles have small momenta
compared to the VF* mass scale, the two current process can be viewed as an effective
four-fermion interaction with a strength of the order of the Fermi coupling constant.
This is called Fermi theory. The effective Lagrangian can be written

where \u = 14SV^ and the C,'s and Qi's are the short-distance Wilson coefficients
and four-quark operators, respectively. The Fermi coupling constant is defined by

It is an example of an effective field theory and it is not renormalizable due to the
dimensionful coupling GF- We will see later that this is often the case in effective field
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theories. One can roughly say that the scale which separates short and long distance
effects is around the hadronic scale of \GeV. At long distances the coupling constant
acquires too high values and hence the perturbative framework breaks down. This
happens for Q2 values near the chiral symmetry breaking scale. Perturbative QCD is
valid down to a scale Q2 > (0.7 — 0.8)2GeV2. Below this scale the quarks and gluons
will combine to make strongly bound hadronic states.

1.3 Hadronic Interactions and the A7 = 1/2 Rule
The behaviour of the coupling constant in the last section is characteristic for non-
abelian Yang-Mills theories due to the gluon self-coupling. This is opposite to the
abelian Quantum Electro-Dynamics (QED) where the coupling constant grows slightly
with increasing energy. One can understand this behaviour from quantum fluctua-
tions. The bare charge polarizes the vacuum and therefore the bare charge is screened.
A Low momentum probe will therefore see a smaller effective charge than a high
momentum probe would do. For QCD the contrary is true. One says that QCD
antiscreens because of nonlinear interactions among gluons. QCD effects have also
analogies with a superconductor where the magnetic field is expelled from the su-
perconductors interior (The Meissner effect). The QCD vacuum similarly expels the
colour fields into the mesonic qq state. QCD vacuum is called a colour dielectric.
This property is related to the gluon condensate

<0|^G2 |0) = ^ < 0 | Zl(Ba)2 - (£')2]|0>. (1-10)

The condensate is model dependent. Its value is of the order (40QMeV)4.
Even though the underlying theory of QCD is SU(Z)L ® SU(3)R invariant the vac-

uum does not possess this invariance (hidden symmetry). This is due to the conden-
sation of a qq pair which breaks chirality. For the condensed u, d and approximately
the s-quarks, the condensate is

<0|qq|0) = (-235MeV)3 (1.11)

at lGeV. The seemingly broken symmetry is casted into a new form through the
existence of massless pseudoscalar bosons corresponding to the broken generators of
SU(3)L®SU(3)R. The effect of a quark moving in a medium with condensed qq pairs
is analogous to a spinning particle in a ferromagnet which feels the effect of a magnetic
field created by all the aligned spins. The effect of this interaction is to create an
energy gap between the zero-momentum quark and the vacuum. The energy gap is
present even if the current quark mass vanishes and can thus be interpreted as the
constituent quark mass.

Concerning the quark masses, half of them lies above this scale (c, 6, t) and the
other half lies below (u,d,s). The three heavy quarks can be treated in a heavy
quark effective field theory while the light ones can be treated in low energy field
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Quark flavour
Current mass [MeV]

Constituent mass [MeV]

u | d
4

200-300
8

200-300

s
150

400-500

c

1400
1400

b
4900
4900

t
180 000
180 000

Table 1.1: Table of current and constituent quark masses.

theories like the Chiral Quark Model {xQM) and Chiral Perturbation Theory
When calculating short distance effects one uses current quark masses, but below the
hadronic scale one has to use constituent quark masses. The current quark mass is
the mass term in the QCD Lagrangian which explicitly breaks chiral invariance while
the constituent quark mass stem from a non-trivial QCD vacuum. For the heavy
quarks, the current and constituent quark masses are approximately equal, but for
the light ones the masses are different. They are listed in tab. 1.1.

The physical hadronic particles besides protons and neutrons are particles like
rr, K, S,H etc. The two first have the same quantum number as two-quark states
and are called mesons while the last two, in addition to protons and neutrons, have
quantum numbers corresponding to three quark states called baryons.

The classical example of a weak decay is the nuclear /3-decay where a neutron
decays into a proton, an electron and an antineutrino. The reason for calling the
interaction "weak" is not primarily because of a small weak coupling constant gw,
but rather the heavy mass of the gauge bosons W± and Z which mediates the weak
force. Thus, they operate at short ranges. There exist also other types of weak
interactions. They are classified in three categories:

• Leptonic (e.g. 7r —> fit/)

• Semileptonic (e.g. /3-decay)

• Non-leptonic (e.g. £ —¥ mv, K —* 2n).

In this thesis we will be concerned with the last class of processes and essentially
K -4 2n decays and K° — K mixing.

One of the motivations for this thesis is to make a proper analysis of some of the
Standard Model ingredients that could possibly give us a better explanation of the
A/ = 1/2 rule. This selection rule emerges from the following: Kaons and pions
belong to doublets and triplets under isospin rotations, respectively. If we only look
at isospin, two pions can form 3 different isospin states. One can make an isoscalar
7r • n — £ ir'ir', an isovector 7? x T? = ir'Ve''* or a tensor TT'V + ir%' - 7r*ir*<5'J/3. The
first and third is symmetric under exchange of the two particles while the second is
antisymmetric. Due to the factorization of the overall wavefunction in space, flavour,
spin and colour in addition to the generalized Bose principle which says that the
overall wavefunction must be symmetric under the exchange of two bosons, the final
state pions can only end up in a state with isospin 0 or 2 if there is no relative angular
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momentum. Therefore, the decay of K —> ir+n~ can be submitted to a change of
isospin by 3/2 or 1/2 unit. The experimental values can be found in ref. [1]

A(K° -+ 2TT)1/2 = 3.33 • l(T7GeV (1.12)

and
A(K° ->27r)3/2 = 1.5 1(T8GeV (1.13)

for A/ = 1/2 and A / = 3/2, respectively. The former amplitude is suppressed by
a factor of 22.2. The decay K~ -» n~n° can only proceed through the A/ = |
channel due to I2 — — 1 in the final state. Thus, one can extract information of the
A(AI = §) amplitude. Even though strong interaction enhances the A/ = 1/2 part
of the Lagrangian and reduces the A/ = 3/2 part, the amplitudes are of comparable
size when non-perturbative interactions are not included. It has therefore been a
challenge for theoretical physicists to describe the rather large difference between the
amplitudes. In the baryon sector one also has the same enhancement (e.g.E+ —> nx+)
and it seems that this phenomenon is a universal feature of non-leptonic decays [5].
In order to take into account non-perturbative effects there is need for low energy
effective models. There have been attempts to describe the A/ = 1/2 rule in light
of the large Ne expansion. However, this procedure has failed and the rule must
lie beyond leading order in JVe. Lattice calculations seem to be a good opportunity
to look at long distance effects and some attempts seem to show a dominance of
the so called "eight-graphs" and "eye-graphs" which indicates an explanation of the
A/ = 1/2 rule. However, computer capacity and time consumption puts limits on
how small the discretization and thus the accuracy can be. The A/ = 1/2 rule is
also intimately related to the d parameter as a non-zero value depends on relations
between A(AI = 3/2) and A{AI = 1/2). The theoretical value can be calculated
by looking at the imaginary part of the amplitude and thus one has to include the
top-quark.

1.4 External, Internal and Hidden Symmetries

In a theoretical framework the description of elementary particle physics must be
indifferent with respect to where and when the experiment is performed (transla-
tions in space and time), whether the coordinate system is rotated or not and to
uniformly moving coordinate systems (boosts). This is called Poincare invariance
and the transformations constitute the Poincare group while rotations and boosts
generate the proper Lorentz group V. The arrow means that the 00-component of
the transformation is greater or equal to +1. Invariance of the theory under a con-
tinuous transformation implies a conserved current according to Noethers theorem.
For rotations, translations in space and time, the associated conserved quantities are
angular momentum, momentum and energy, respectively. The scalar product xax

a

is invariant under proper Lorentz transformations, but also under the discrete parity
(P) and time reversal (T) transformations. The full Lorentz group is given as the
proper Lorentz group plus the three combinations P, T and PT acting on LT.
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The basic objects in particle physics are the fields and not the coordinates as
in classical mechanics. This means that the fields have to transform according to
some representation of the proper Lorentz group. If it is more or less obvious that
nature should be invariant with respect to proper Lorentz transformations, there is
no a priori reason why nature should exhibit P or T invariance. Therefore, one must
acquire information through conservation tests. P and T can each only assume two
different values since each of them is a two element group with the unit operator. In
terms of the Dirac gamma matrices the discrete transformations on fermionic fields
are

(xP) (1.14)

V(*T) (1-15)

where the 77's are arbitrary phase factors and xp and xr means that there is a minus
sign in front of the space and time component of the four vector xM, respectively. The
time reversal operator can be shown to be antiunitary in order to have a lowest state
in the particle spectrum [6].

An internal discrete symmetry is charge conjugation C. Its operation exchanges
particles and antiparticles. In terms of Dirac matrices, it transforms a field $ as

(x) (1.16)

ft (where T)c is an arbitrary phase and xft (x) = ^3,7°^. The space time components are
unaffected by charge conjugation.

The response of the normal-ordered Dirac operators

S(x) = :Vj(x)V>(x): (1.17)
P(x) = : rHx)f5rp(x) : (1.18)

J"(x) = :t/>(z)7^(x): (1.19)

Jg(x) = : ̂ (*)7"750(x) : (1.20)

T»"(x) = : rp(x)a^(x) : (1.21)

under the discrete transformations are listed in table 1.2. Note the location of indices

[5]-
The Standard Model QCD Lagrangian incorporates also continuous internal sym-

metries. For each flavour A, one can perform a global U(l) phase transformation

0 A - + ^ = e'0i>A (1-22)

^PA^7A = e~i0ipA- (1.23)

and leave the rest unchanged. We suppress the space-time dependence of the quan-
tum fields. According to Noethers theorem this gives the conserved current. The
corresponding conserved charge is the quark number associated with the particular
flavour in question

j z ^ (1.24)
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c
S{x)
P(x)

-J»(x)
Jttx)

-r^"(x)

p

S(XP)
-P(XP)

UXp)
-K{Xp)
T^XP)

T

S(XT)
-P(XT)

MXT)

JUXT)
-T^XT)

Table 1.2: Transformation properties of Dirac bilinears under C, P and T.

This leads to baryon number conservation if we transform all quark fields with the
same phase

S - - V N

Another case of U(1)N' is the conservation of electric charge

N,

A=\

(1.25)

(1.26)

If there are degenerate mass states, they will give rise to higher symmetries which
will be reflected in multiplets of particles. The conserved current will then contain
generators (T") of the corresponding group with the multiplet ty of particles

V = ty-y Ta^f (1-27)

One can also have multiplets of particles even they are not degenerate in mass as for
the lepton doublets mentioned in the first part of the introduction. An even higher
symmetry is obtained if the quarks are massless. The resulting symmetry is then
called chiral symmetry. This yields the conserved axial current

K = (1.28)

Due to the weird nature of weak interaction, it is fruitful to define left-handed and
right-handed currents

and their corresponding charges

K = V'

Ql = Qa-Ql

(1.29)

(1.30)

(1.31)
(1.32)
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Quantity
Coordinates

Time
Momentum

Energy
Angular momentum

Vector potential
Scalar potential

Electric field
Magnetic field

r

t
P
E
J

A-
(D —

C
—>• r

-M
-+P
-+E
-*J
+ -A
•>-<!>

E-+-E
H --> -H

r -

t
P-
E
J

A-
4>

E-
H

P

->• — r

-*• t

-*• ~P

-> E
-¥ J

+ -A
- ) • 4>

->•-£
- > H

r

t-
P-
E

J -

A-

4>
E

H -

T
—> r
-4 -t

-> -P
-> E

->--A

Table 1.3: Transformation properties of different quantities under C, P and T trans-
formations.

where

Ql = Jd3xA0(x

(1.33)

(1.34)

If the function (3 in 1.23 is space-time dependent, one talks about local symmetry
transformations. In order to have a local symmetry, one has to introduce the gauge
fields A° (not to be confused by the axial current defined above). They naturally
describe the interaction between fermions mediated by a vector field. The QCD
Lagrangian in eq. 1.4 is then locally invariant if the current quark mass is zero and
the gauge field transforms appropriately.

A fundamental theorem in particle physics is the CPT theorem which ensures
the important property that a particle and its antiparticle have equal masses and
lifetimes. It involves the combination of charge conjugation C, parity P and time
reversal T transformations and it is formally presented as [7]:

"Any theory described by a local Lagrangian field theory and invariant under
proper ortochronous Lorentz transformations is also invariant under strong reflection,
i.e. under the product of the operations of space inversion P, time reversal T and
charge conjugation C taken in any order, provided the usual spin-statistics connection
holds".

This theorem has the amazing property that it relates the internal structure of
particles to space and time. It should be emphasized that the CPT-theorem does
not imply that a CP-transformation is equivalent to a T-transformation but that the
T-symmetry is violated to the same extent as the CP-symmetry. We have shown in
table 1.3 how different quantities transform under C, P and T transformations. We
can write the CPT invariance as

{CPT)-lC{x)CPT = £{- (1.35)
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which means that the action / d*xC{x) is invariant under CPT.
In the mid-fifties one discovered that parity was broken in weak interactions due

to the discrimination between left and right handed currents. The reigning belief
was that the combined CP transformation was conserved. This was contradicted by
the famous experiment of Christenson et al. in 1964 where kaon states with CP
quantum number —1 were measured to decay into two pion states with CP quantum
number +1. Due to the CPT theorem this implied that time reversal was broken.
The weakly charged current is CP invariant and hence T invariant when the CKM
matrix is real. In order to describe CP-violation the phase 8 in the CKM matrix
must be non-vanishing. This can be seen by performing a T transformation on the
weak current. Since T includes complex conjugation, this means that the transformed
current would not be equal to the adjoint current due to the phase 6. Still, there are
no other experiments which have reported CP violation.

Another type of symmetry is called hidden symmetry. The phenomenon occurs
when the symmetry of the ground state does not exhibit the full symmetry of the
Lagrangian. It is intimately connected to the Goldstone theorem [8], [9]: Suppose it
exists a field £(z) with non-vanishing vacuum expectation value

<0|£|0}^0 (1.36)

and whose conserved charge Q = J<Pxj° for which f can be written as a commutator
[10]

i = i[Q,<j>\ (1.37)

for some 4>(x). If Q\Q) = 0 then (0|f |0) = 0 while a non-vanishing (0|£|0) gives

(1.38)
N

This implies the existence of a Goldstone state \G) such that

(0b°(y)\G) # 0 (1.39)

Since j°(y) is invariant with respect to rotations, the Goldstone boson must be spin-
less. If the energy and momentum of the Goldstone state is E and p, respectively, we
have that

{0\j°(x,t)\G) = (0|e^ (->'V(0,0)e-^ (+'^|G) (1.40)

= (0|j°(0,0)|G)e-'Bt+'p'1" (1.41)

The continuity equation gives

i°(0,0)\G)E - (0|i(0,0)\G)p = 0 (1.42)

As p approaches zero the energy E(p) also approaches zero. This means that the
Goldstone boson is gapless. In a relativistic description, this means that the mass is
zero.



Chapter 2

Non-leptonic Decays

2.1 Introduction

In non-leptonic decays a charged current is coupled to a W* gauge boson. The
interaction term is written in eq. 1.2

Non-leptonic decays can be described as two hadronic charged currents coupled
by the exchange of W* gauge bosons. The final states are only hadrons. The lowest
order interaction is written

Cef/ = - ^ Jtr + h.c. (2.1)

where the Fermi coupling constant is defined in eq. 1.9. Such interactions are gen-
erally more difficult to analyze theoretically than leptonic and semi-leptonic decays
due to two hadronic currents. If one inserts a complete set of intermediate states, one
has to take into account all possible intermediate states up to Mw- Thus, we need
theoretical control over low, intermediate and high energy scales in order to make
reliable predictions. Processes described by such interactions can be both baryonic
and mesonic such as £ -> nn, A -> pn, K -¥ 2n, T(° -> K°. We look at products of
currents that have AS = 1. They will have the form

d~f"Luu/yl/Ls, df"LcTyy^Ls,

All these products may contribute but if we consider kaons and pions we naively
expect that the first product is the most dominant due to the u, d, s content of kaons
and pions. The last two contribute through loop effects. The basic diagram for s —* d
transition is shown in fig. 2.1. The same figure also shows the approximated weak
vertex as a point interaction. This is valid in low energy QCD due to a heavy W
boson.

Despite the difficulties in treating non-leptonic decays, one can regard the sym-
metries of the products of currents. The first product is constructed from two SU(Z)
flavour octets and they have to combine into a symmetric product since they belong
to the same octet. They will be a part of a 27-plet and a octet. The singlet part is

20
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u

Figure 2.1: Left: Basic diagram for s —>• d transition. Right: Approximated four
quark interaction point.

excluded since we are looking at AS = 1 transitions. Furthermore, the first product
carry isospin 1 and 1/2. Hence, they can combine to isospin 1/2 or 3/2, respectively.
These symmetry properties must also appear in the construction of an effective weak
Lagrangian.

There is only one process measured which exhibits AS = 2 transition and that is
the K° — K mixing. In order to have a AS — 2 transition one needs two Ws. This
means that the process must occur at least to order Gjk The standard diagrams are
the so called box diagrams and they are shown in fig. 2.2. The Lagrangian has the
form

£{AS = 2) a G2
F(df«Ls)2 (2.2)

2.2 K Decays in Light of CPT Invariance

We outline here some consequences of the CPT theorem for K decays:

a {I) = (fnC?ffl\K°y (2.3)
= (ff«\T-lP-1C-1C?/

sf1CPT\K0)m (2.4)

The index / refers to isospin. Since the time-reversal operator is an anti-unitary
operator means that all momenta and spins of the corresponding states are reversed.
This is denoted by the "-symbol.

T\K°) = {K°\ (2.5)
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d
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**—vww—*"
d W s

Figure 2.2: The box diagrams contributing to the AS = 2 transition.

The K° has spin zero and if we are in its rest frame we can drop the -symbol. This
yields

o-(7) = (2.7)

(2.8)

From Watsons theorem the S-matrix relation between in- and out-states can be writ-
ten

</TI - {fr'\e-2tSl (2.9)
One can choose the CP phases such that

CP\K°) = -

Hereby

a'(l) = -e-2iS'a(I)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2-12)

(2.13)

This means that we have relations between the K decay amplitude and its corre-
sponding antiparticle decay.
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2.3 Relations between K —> 2n Amplitudes

In K —> 2TT transitions we can parametrize the amplitudes in such a way that symme-
try factors are extracted from the amplitude expressions by use of the Wigner-Eckart
theorem, leaving a reduced matrix element to be evaluated [7]. Due to the isospin
structure of the pions, the normalized 2-pion states are given by

\ir+n°) = |/ = 2,/z = l) (2.14)

= 2,/z = 0) (2.15)

= 2 , / , = 0). (2.16)

(2.17)

The transitions K —t 2n(J = n) where n = 0, 2 can be written

(I = n\£?ff'\K°) = ane's" (2.18)

«", (2.19)

where the last line follow from CPT-invariance (eq.2.13) and 6n is the w-n phase shift.
We thus have the following decay amplitudes:

A(K° -> 7T+7T-) = ^/ |aoe l i o + y | a 2 e ^ (2.20)

A(K° -+ 7T+7T-) = -sj\a'oe«° - ^ a ; e * (2.21)

c * (2.22)

^ ^ | c * (2.23)

• TT+TT0) = 6jc'*» (2.24)

TT-TT0) = -6 ;e ' i j . (2.25)

We now split the total weak Lagrangian in terms that belong to different multiplets

Ctff^Ci^ + C^ + C^). (2.26)

The £(§) part is of electromagnetic origin. If the penguin gluon is replaced by a
photon or a Z boson, the amplitude will affect the theoretical value for e'/t. We will
keep the A/ = 5/2 part in order to see its formal contribution but no effects from
this term will be calculated in this thesis. We have

aoe'*° = (1 = 0, lz -0 |£ f / / =
1 | / = i , / , = —> (2.27)

| i , / , = - | > , (2.28)
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We will now apply the Wigner-Eckart theorem. It reads

(r,I'z\£(k,kz)\I,Iz) = (*,/,fc,,/,|/',OT'||£(*)||/>. (2-29)

The first and second term on the right-hand side is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and
the reduced matrix element, respectively. Thus, we have to find the actual Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients. They are given in the appendix. We are now left with the
reduced matrix elements which does not depend on the z-component of the isospin.

aoe*> = - ^< / = 0||£(±)||/ = ±) (2.30)

= ~AieiSo. (2.31)
\/2 =

This yields

ao^-^i. (2.32)

a2 = -^(A,+Az) (2.33)
\/2 2 2

Similarly we get

where the A's denote reduced matrix elements
•} i

(2.35)

(2.36)

Finally one gets

•Ai)eih (2.37)

+ A\)eiS* (2.38)

•Ai)eiS* (2.39)

+ A | ) e * (2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

2

1
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If we neglect electromagnetic effects (A* = 0), we can write the amplitudes in the
following form:

(2.43)

(2.44)

A(K°-> n\°) = Jl^Axe^ - V2A,e%5>} (2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

In the literature the factors outside the square brackets are sometimes included in
the amplitude. Note that in the amplitude expressions for 7r°7r° final states there is
a factor l / \ /2 included. This factor takes into account that the final state pions are
indistinguishable. In the chiral Lagrangians these factors shows up automatically.

2.4 Historical Aspects of the A/ = 1/2 rule

The A/ = 1/2 rule has for the last 50 years been subject to a lot of debate. Nature
prefers a much larger Ao amplitude than A2 as for instance soft pion models naively
would give without loop corrections. The selection rule is not only experimentally
manifest for the decay of kaons, but for s-quark baryons (hyperons) as well [5j. The
basic process for s -4 d dressed with gluons gives rise to a new operator. Similar short
distance corrections give also birth to the penguin operator. This yields six operators
with different coefficients. The earliest work by for instance Wilson [4], Gaillard-Lee
[11] and Vainshtein-Zakharov-Shifman [12] focused on the short distance effects or
the determination of the coefficients in front of the operators. These calculations
gave a pull in the right direction, but were still far from the experimental result. This
made people think that long distance effects could give some vital contributions. The
works of Cohen-Manohar [13] and Bardeen-Buras-Gerard [14] were aimed at meson-
loop calculations in a chiral quark model. In the last years one has realized that the
long-distance effects are probably the most important. The gluon condensates have
large effects on Ao and A2 in a favourable way. This is shown by for instance by Pich
and de Rafael [15]. The last ingredient seems to be the renormalization of meson
loops [16], [17]. In a paper by Antonelli et al. [18] they show that there is a strong
enhancement for Ao but only cosmetic changes for Ai. Some of these authors give an
updated survey of the A/ = 1/2 rule [19]. There are however still some intriguing
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points left. In the baryon sector a. natural but naive estimate of the constituent quark
mass could be an average of the nucleon and the A resonances. This would give a
mass of order 350MeV. However, in the mesonic sector a similar naive mass estimate
could be obtained by averaging the n and p masses which could give a constituent
quark mass of approximately 230MeV. In order to fit experimental data the authors
of [19] use a mass of \80MeV which seems to be very small. In another paper by
the same authors [20] the quark mass must be around 220A/eV in order to have a
scheme independent estimate of e'/e. This value seems to be in accordance with a
naive estimate also.

2.5 Measurable CP-violating Quantities
The CP-violating parameters frequently referred to are e and e'. The e parameter
refers to indirect CP-violation and involves the mixing between K° and K while e'
refers to direct CP-violation (e.g. a pure CP-odd K® state of K% decaying into two
pions). At present, there is dissension as to whether a non-zero value of e' has been
found. In the absence of weak interaction, the kaon states \K ) and \K°) are stable
eigenstates of strangeness with eigenvalues ±1 . Linear combinations of these states
are the long-lived and short-lived kaon states

\KL) = /2(1* [(] + *>l*°> + ( ! - 0l^°>] (2-50)

where e is related to the indirect CP-violating parameter e. A vanishing i would
mean that the states \Ks) and \Ki) would be eigenstates of the CP-operator with
eigenvalues +1 and — 1, respectively. They are often called K® and K°. By turning
on the weak interaction, the states \Ks) and \KL) are no longer stable and will decay
after a while t. They obey an exponential decay law

\KS) -> e-iM^\Ks) (2.51)

\KL) -+ e-'^'IffL) (2.52)

where t is the time in the kaons frame of reference, i.e. the proper time. The complex
numbers Ms and ML are defined as follows

MS,L = ms,L - %-YS,L (2.53)

where ms,L and TS,L are masses and lifetimes for the kaon states, respectively. In-
verting the expressions in eq.2.49 and eq.2.50 one finds that the K° and A*0 evolves
into each other:

K° "> \ [e-MLt + e-iMst) |#°> + i | j ^ | [ e - M " - e~iM^} \K°) (2.54)
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^ 0 ) ( 2 5 5 )K + [e + e ] |ff) +

During a short time interval At one finds

where .M is the complex mass-matrix for the K° — K system:

1 [ ML + Ms | ^§ (M L - Ms) 12 [ J
[

2 [ | i r | | ( A / t - M s ) ML + M5 J

where ML, S are the complex numbers defined in eq.2.53. From the discussion of CPT
in an earlier chapter, we know that the particles and antiparticles have equal masses
and lifetimes. Thus, the equal diagonal elements of the matrix M. is a consequence
of the CPT theorem.

The CP-violating parameter t is defined as follows:

A(KL -» (irir)f=o)

{(*i:)0)\S\K°) - ((7r7r

We utilize eqs.2.18 and 2.19 and find

- ((nn)0)\S\K°))

_

= r%£fr (2.59)

Hence, i and t are related.
The parameter e' is a measure of direct CP-violation and is conventionally defined

as

^ k - H (2-60)

where w is defined as

A(KS -• (Tff) /=0)
(i + c)A2 + (i - CM; ,

RcAt
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while

4 ( f f s > ( i n r ) ) l '

i? ImA«ltReAo

Combining the last 3 expressions yields an exact expression for e'.

, »(1 - ea)e'^-^) (ReA0ImA2 - ReA2ImA0)
{ ' '_

€ v^ (ReA0

In order to make connection with parameters accessible to experiment one defines

* + - = (*+r-\S\Ks)

Ti00= («°n°\S\Ks)
A decomposition of the pions into specified isostopic spin states yields

$((h=o\\L) + ^ { { ) ^ \ \ L )
TIJ = —7= ( A l U l

^((T+f-)/=o|5|^5) + ^{(^+ir-)fe2|S|/fs>

and
_ ^ ( T V) , . , | 5 | ^ ) - ^((?rV>)/=o|S|^)

^ ^<(^^°)/=2|5|^s> - j-3{(*°*°)i=o\S\Ks)

By taking advantage of the above defined expressions for e, e', w and w' one finds that

*•- = e + T ^ (2-72)

7/00 = £ - i ^ ; - (2-73)

These equations make contact between theoretical parameters and experimentally
measurable quantities concerning CP-violation. The NA31 experiment at CERN
and E731 at Fermilab are measuring r;+_ and 7j00 and hence the indirect and the
direct CP-violating parameters e and e'. Note that the expression for d is doubly
suppressed through the A/ = 1 / 2 rule. Remember that the experimental ratio w =
ReA2/ReA0 ss 1/22.2.
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Note that in the expressions used so far in this section no approximations have
been used. However, certain approaches may be used.

This will enable us to relate the CP-violating parameter t to for instance the
K° — K mass difference. It can be written [5]

£ ~ V2 [ AmK

An expression for the ratio e'/t in terms of the quark operators Qi, which will be
introduced in a later section, can be written in the following form

It has also been suggested that the K°, K system can be exploited to test the
CPT theorem. If violations of the CPT-theorem are found the two phases <f>± a n d <£oo
would be different. They correspond to complex phases of ry± and 7700, respectively.



Chapter 3

Effective Lagrangian at Quark
Level

3.1 The Standard Approach to K —>• 2n Transitions

The pure electroweak non-leptonic Lagrangian is a local product of quark currents

C = -4^L\u(d1
aLu)(u'yaLs) + h.c. (3.1)

v2
where Au = VusV*d. The Lagrangian is valid in the low energy limit where the quark
interactions with the W-boson can be approximated to be point like. The lowest
order diagram is shown in fig. 2.1.

If we take into account QCD corrections of the order as to the lowest order
diagram, A matrices will be inserted in the currents in eq. 3.1. This induces a
new operator (djaLs)(ufaLu). It can be seen by applying the completeness relation
for the SU(3) generators

AJAJ, = 2(5,,Sjk - ^ , A < ) (3-2)

followed by a Fierz transformation for anticommuting fermion fields

il>B- (3.3)

We see that the fields ipB and ipo have changed places. By moving a fermionic field
through another fermionic field introduces a minus sign. It can also be shown that
another minus sign shows up by exchanging the actual indices on the 7-matrices. This
yields altogether the plus sign. Hence, when we take into account the short distance
strong interaction effects, we get an effective weak interaction with a modification of
the coefficient of the bare Lagrangian. Additionally, one gets coefficients and operator
terms that is not contained originally. This is usually referred to as operator mixing
under renormalization. Another a, contribution to the effective Lagrangian is the
penguin interaction which is represented in fig.3.1. This interaction will have an

30
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Figure 3.1: The penguin interaction.

effective vertex a jl(s -»• <f)"(Z?G)°. If we use the equation of motion for the gluon
field, D"**'" Gb

vli = —gsjl, it is equivalent to attach a quark current to the free end of
the penguin interaction in fig.3.1. Hence, we write the penguin operator as

h.c. (3.4)

Cp = -^K^( h.c.

Utilizing the completeness relation and the attending Fierz transformation

the penguin operator can be divided into four parts:

Cv = ^ A u — - I -(d-y^Ls) 7 (qyuLq) -
^* c q=u,d,$

1 —

q=u,d,s q—u,drs

1

(3.5)

(3-6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

In the last step the Fierz transformation has been used and the Q's are defined below.
A popular approach is the large ,/Vc limit. However, although the number of colours
is not at all large the approximation seems to work reasonably well. In the large Ar

c

limit, one can neglect Q3 and Q$ due to the factor \jNc in front.
The total effective Lagrangian reads [15]

GF
• ~Q_ + C3Q3 + C,Q4- C6Qe\ + h.c. (3.9)

This is called an operator product expansion due to Wilson [4]. When calculating
amplitudes, the high energy and low energy part is governed by the Wilson coefficients
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(C's) and the hadronic matrix elements of the quark operators (Q's), respectively.
The Q's are defined as

Q+ = Q2 + Q1 (3.10)

Q- = Qi-Qi (3.H)
g , = 4(d7

aLs)(tI7c,Lu) (3.12)
Q2 = 4(37

QZ,u)(tZ7aZ,s) (3.13)
g3 = 4(djaLs) Y (wdq) (3.14)

= 4 2J (d^a Lq)(q~)aLs) (3.15)

Is) Y (97a«<?) (3-16)

Qe = —8 ^ (dfaRq)(q")aLd). (3-17)

The last four operators descend from the penguin interaction. There are also some
additional operators due to the electroweak penguin interaction, i.e. where the gluon
is replaced by a photon or Z boson. They are denoted by $7-10:

Q7 = 6(dLs) Y,

Qs = -12 Y eq(qLs)(dRq) (3.19)

Q9 = 6(dLs) Y e^L<i) (3-2°)
q=u,d,s

Q10 = 6 Y e,(qLs)(dLq) (3.21)
q=u,dfs

(3.22)

The first six operators Qi_6 contribute to CP-conserving processes while operators
Q3-10 contribute to CP-violating processes.

Of the first six Q-operators only five of them are independent since we have

<?2 + Q3 = Qi + QA. (3.23)

Strictly, this is only valid in the four dimensional limit. This fact stems from the
Fierz transformation which receives additional contributions when D / 4.

S (3.24)

and for arbitrary dimension D we write

7* -» % + % (3.25)
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The first term on the right hand side denotes the first 4 dimensions and the second
term takes care of the remaining D — A dimensions. In the 't Hooft/Veltman regu-
larization scheme, which we will introduce later, the relation in eq. 3.23 still holds.
This can be seen from the second term in eq.3.1 which gives a vanishing contribution
when 75 and 7^ commutes. We will not use an extended version of eq. 3.23 even
though we sometimes will work in the naive dimensional regularization scheme. The
main reason for this is calculational convenience and that the error is of subleading
nature.

One can form different linear combinations of the operators such that each combi-
nation is contained in a multiplet with certain quantum numbers. In Clebsch-Gordan
tables one can find the coefficients [1], [21]. We can now associate the different states
with the pseudoscalar particles. More details appear in the appendix.

|27; Y = - ! , / = 1/2, / , =

_L,rtf - 4=
V30 v/60

^ ° ^ * ° - (3-26)

The pseudoscalar particles can now be written in terms of the corresponding quark
flavour contents:

K~ = us (3.27)

~K° = ds (3.28)
7T+ = du (3.29)

7T° = -L(uu-dd) (3.30)

78 = -^(uu+ dd - 2ss) (3.31)
vo

By suppressing the Dirac structure this yields

(3.32)

-j=[(us)(du) + (ds)(uu) + 2(ds)(dd) - 3(ds)(ss)} (3.33)

O3 (3.34)

This expression for O3 is the same as in reference [22] as far as the flavour content is
concerned. Similar expressions for operators with definite quantum numbers can be
found for other linear combinations of Q-operators as well.

|2I; Y = - 1 , / = 3/2, / , = +1/2) = A [ ( ^ ) ( 3 u ) + (ds)(uu) - (ds)(dd)} (3.35)
vo

= ^ (3.36)
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= - l , / = l/2,/, = +l/2>--jL|£®D (3.37)

(3.38)

I(a5)(uu} — (U£)(auj (o.oy)
v/30

(3.40)

' = - l , / = l/2,/, = +l/2)+5-7==|£®l) (3.41)

2 - -
\/30

6 [(u5)(rfu) + (35)(uu) + 2(3s)(3rf) + 2(35)(5s)] (3.43)

0 2 (3.44)

The four 0,-states are seen to be orthogonal. We can now relate the states of definite
quantum numbers to linear combinations of Q-operators that transform in the same
way as the states above. We suppress the Dirac and colour parts and consider only
the flavour part.

7(<?i + \QI - ^Qs) (3-45)
T O O

= h2(du)(us) + 2(ds)(uu) - (ds)(dd) - (ds)(ss)] (3.46)

9 2

+ 3^121; y = - 1 , / = 3/2, /, = +1/2) (3.47)

~(Qi - <?2 + 2Q3) (3.48)

= 3(us)(du) - 2(ds)(uu) + (ds)(dd) + (3a)(3a) (3.49)

(3.50)

The operators <5s and Q& come from the penguin interaction and are clearly members
of an octet because of the octet times singlet structure in flavour (see eq.3.4). We have
seen that operators producing A/ = 3/2 transitions contains only left-handed fermion
fields while a A/ = 1/2 transition also includes right-handed fermion fields such that
one has to evaluate the matrix element of scalar and pseudoscalar densities. Theories
with explicit massive terms also deal with left- and right-handed field densities. This
could be an indication that the A / = 1 / 2 rule has its origin in chiral symmetry
breaking.
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For the operators in the effective Lagrangian we have pointed out the different
linear combinations which belong to a certain multiplet. These combinations are
defined by the operators 0,. Their coefficients can be determined through the original
coefficients. The four operators with their respective coefficients yield the following
Lagrangian:

(3.51)

where O\ and Oi are pure A / = 1/2 operators while O3 and 0 4 are pure A/ =
3/2 operators. In addition, the operators Qs-e contribute only to A/ = 1/2. The
numerical values of the different coefficients varies with the renormalization point and
have been extensively studied throughout the literature. See for instance [15], [14].

3.2 The K° -TC Transition
There is only one process measured which exhibits AS = 2 transition and that is
K° — K mixing. This process has been extensively studied throughout the literature
and gives raise to the Ki — Ks mass difference and CP-violating parameter e. The
Standard Model prediction is in relatively good accordance with experimental results
but the two main contributing effects, short distance and long distance, yields a
precise calculation difficult. The standard contributing box diagrams were shown in
fig.2.2.

The calculation of an effective AS = 2 Hamiltonian from the Standard Model
was done by Gaillard and Lee more than twenty years ago [23]. In the same paper
they were also able to estimate the mass of the charm quark prior to its experimental
discovery due to the experimentally small mass difference between the long-lived and
short-lived kaons. They estimated the c-quark mass to be less than 2GeV which fully
agrees with experiment. Prior to this, Glashow, Uiopoulos and Maiani (GIM) had
predicted its existence in 1970 [24]. They argued that the c-quark had to exist in
order to avoid a too large decay amplitude for certain processes.

Fortunately, contrary to the K -¥ 2n interaction, perturbative QCD corrections
does not generate new operators and one gets an effective Lagrangian of the form

^ ^ = 2) [\2
emS(xe) + X^2S(xt) + 2AeAtifeS(ze,*«)] ,

(3.52)
where the mass ratio xq = rril/M^r and the 5 functions are the Inami-Lim functions
[25]

4(1 -
(3.54)
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which depend on the masses of the charm and top quarks. The operator is written as

O{AS = 2) = (d^Ls)(dlMLs). (3.55)

The factors b(fi) and the rj^s descend from short-distance QCD corrections. To leading
order

6(M) = a,(n)-V9. (3.56)

Note that, due to the unitarity of the CKM matrix we have that Xu + Ac + Xt = 0.
Numerically we also have | Xu |

2^-| At |
2. The real part of the sharp brackets in eq.

3.52 is proportional to Amu = mxL — rajfs and one gets contributions from all three
terms while the imaginary part is connected to t and only the last two terms may
contribute.

The first term in doz is CKM favoured and gives short distance contribution to
ATTIR. Significant long distance contributions to Amu are obtained if the quark pair
qq in the loop in fig. 2.2 is interpreted as bound states of pions. Due to the large
top quark mass, the second term dominates the theoretical value of e even though
this term is doubly CKM suppressed. The third term is an interference between a
c-quark and a f-quark running in the "box-loop". It was previously thought to be the
most dominating part of the e parameter due to an assumed low top quark mass.

The measured mass difference between the short lived and long lived kaons is
experimentally known to a very high accuracy [1]

AmK = mKt - mKs = (3.522 ± 0.016) • \0~12MeV. (3.57)

If this energy difference had been of electromagnetic origin, it would have corre-
sponded to a photon of wavelength 35cm. This can be compared with the energy
difference in atomic Hydrogen where the splitting between the total spin zero and
spin one state corresponds to a wavelength of 21cm. Thus, the energy difference be-
tween KL and Ks is smaller than the Hydrogen splitting. The essential theoretical
uncertainties can mainly be addressed to the CKM parameters and the hadronic
matrix element of the relevant quark operators.

The non-diagonal K° — K matrix element of the AS = 2 operator is parametrized
by the BK parameter and is conventionally defined by

(K°\O(AS = 2) |ff°) = \SWKBK (3.58)

BK is in fact dependent on the renormalization scale ft. However, the combination

BK = b(n)BK(ti) (3.59)

must in principle be renormalization scale independent.
In order to evaluate the hadronic matrix elements one has to deal with four quark

operators. They can be dealt with in different models or approximations. One of
these approaches is the vacuum saturation approximation (VSA) where one assumes
that the main contribution from four quark operators come from the part where one
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has splitted the four quark operator in two and inserted vacuum states in between.
This yields the following factorization of the O(AS = 2) operator:

(f\O(AS = 2)|t> = </|3-r#ti»|0><0|3-r"ia|*> (3.60)

and its Fierz-transformed version

(f\O(AS = 2f\i) = (f\7~tllLsk\0)(0\dk
1*Ls>\i} (3.61)

A typical matrix element is defined as

y (3.62)

and

(Olt rLs^K0} = -iS-^lfKk» (3.63)

The vacuum saturation approach accommodates only a factorizable contribution
which yields B% - 3/4 in the large Nc limit. By adding the factorizable next to
leading order contribution l/Nc increases BK to 1. Lattice calculations seem to in-
dicate that the physical BK is numerically around 0.7 while Sum Rules give a value
around 0.55. Other models may also give values around 0.3. Generally, BK is deter-
mined to lie between 0.3 and 1.2.

3.3 Renormalization

In dimensional regularization the scale \i is a priori completely arbitrary since it
emerges from regularized loop integrals. It appears through the claim that the cou-
pling constant must be a dimensionless quantity. Since there are no restrictions on
/j,, we can choose 7r/u or 44^ as our renormalization point. These choices would lead
to different vertex functions and Wilson coefficients but they will be related to one
another through finite renormalization constants. The group structure can be indi-
cated by choosing three different renormalization schemes S, T and U where U can
be related to 5 via T or directly to 5:

(5 -¥ U) = {S -> T)(T -> U) (3.64)

Under these transformations the physical content will remain invariant. These trans-
formations are therefore elements of an abstract symmetry group which is called the
Renormalization Group.

A crucial ingredient in the renormalization group analysis is the 0 function. It is
denned by the equation

() (3[()] (3.65)

Suppose that the (3 function vanishes for a specific argument of the coupling constant
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-*«

a) b)

Figure 3.2: Two typical cases of the /3-function. Figure a) shows an ultraviolet stable
fixed point go as s —> oo. Figure b) shows an infrared stable fixed point g0 as s —> 0.

g0. See fig. 3.2. This is denoted as a fixed point. Suppose further that 0(ga) < 0
for values of g slightly bigger than go. As the scaling of momenta s —• oo, g will fall
in towards g = go if g is larger than go at some value of 5. Similarly if 0(g) > 0
for g less than go, g will increase towards go as s —¥ oo. This type of fixed point is
called ultraviolet stable. The infrared stable fixed point is indicated by considering
the mirror function around the vertical line through the ultraviolet fixed point. The
third type of fixed point is called unstable. This is the case if the (3 function has a
similar shape of a parabola and a minimum at /3(<?o) = 0.

In the MS scheme the renormalized quark masses rrii(fi) are determined by the
differential equation

d i(ii). (3.66)

The /?- and 7-functions are determined from loop diagrams to be

(3.67)

(3.68)

where the constants are defined as follows

0o = (3.69)
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/?: = 102 -JNJ (3.70)

7o = 2 (3.71)

* - £->
The solutions to the differential equations in eqs.3.65 and 3.66 are [26]

( , 7 4 )

where L = ln(fi2 / A Q C D ) . We will mostly be confronted with the low energy region
and use the decoupling theorem [27] to put Nj = 3 in the equations above since the
heavy degrees of freedom only manifest themselves as couplings in the low energy
region.

The scale dependent quark condensate in terms of the running masses of the
u-quark and d-quark is

< 3 7 5 )

If we take the renormalization group invariant masses

= 12MeV (3.76)

at n = IGeV, we find {qq){fi = WeV) = (-235MeV)3.
We will now take a closer look at the coefficients d in a former section. Physi-

cal results will not depend on the renormalization scale so the product of the Wil-
son coefficients and the hadronic matrix element of the quark operators must be
/i-independent i.e.

^ C ^ X Q , ) ^ ) = 0. (3.77)

This is usually a difficult task to show, because the coefficients and matrix elements
are calculated at different energy scales. For the density operator Q$ the independence
can be shown exactly in the leading l/Ne limit, but for operators containing 7 /s no
one has been able to explicitly show the independence.

The anomalous dimension matrix for all operators is defined by the mixing of the
operators Q, under renormalization
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In ref.[28] they find to one-loop (nj is the number of massless quark flavours)

0

0

0 0

0 0

- 3 ^ J

o ( f c -

0
1

_n_
3NC

' o
3N}

0
- 1

-2*

w
N!

3JV?

0
I

3NC
2

Tlf

3NC
- 3

The matrix element (Q,-) takes care of the low energy part of a certain process, while
the C,'s govern the high energy region. They satisfy the following renormalization
group equation:

(3.79)

where 7T means the transposed anomalous dimension matrix and a is the weak
coupling constant. The general solution to eq.3.79 is

M 2 a)
(3.80)

Since -yT(z,a) is a matrix function one must order the matrices when expanding the
exponential function. This is formally written Ta, which denotes ordering in the QCD
coupling constant such that it is decreasing from left to right. This is similar to the
time-ordered product in the Dyson expansion of the 5-matrix in perturbation theory.
In the basis of Q+ and <5_, the C± coefficients are given by

^ = f^T (3-81)

(3.82)

The net effect of the higher order corrections is an enhancement of the Q_ operator
while the Q+ operator is suppressed. The exponent f± is the anomalous dimension of
the operator Q±. Numerically, at one loop they are -2 and 4 respectively, which yields
values of C+ and C_ approximately 0.7 and 1.9 at p = IGeV. Thus, we see that the
anomalous dimension pulls in the right direction concerning the A/ = 1 / 2 rule, but
the enhancement is still not strong enough, so there must also be other mechanisms.



Chapter 4

Chiral Perturbation Theory

4.1 Effective Low Energy Field Theories

In order to do calculations in QCD at low energies one needs effective models since the
Standard Model does not describe mesonic decays but merely the interactions at quark
level. The root of the problem is to get a better description of the confinement effect
in QCD. This is due to the growth of the strong coupling constant when approaching
lower and lower energies. Hence, we can not treat the interactions perturbatively at
low energies. However, xPT is an effective theory for low energy QCD while the
intermediate energy region is covered by models like a Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model or
xQM.

In this chapter we will comment on effective field theories in general and especially
look at xPT. The xQM ls ' e ^ f°r ' n e next chapter. We have already been in contact
with an effective theory in the former section. However, that was at the quark level,
purely. An effective low energy theory of QCD will also include mesons.

Our description of physical phenomena relies very much on symmetry. Fields
can be represented in various ways through different redefinitions, but the physics
remains the same as long as the symmetry requirements are the same. An important
theorem due to Haag [29] states the following: If the S-matrix is going to yield the
same physics independent of field redefinitions, then the transformed field has to start
with a linear term in the original field in order to keep the same particle singularities.
Except for this criterion the two fields can be related nonlinearly. Put in another way,
the redefined field <f>' is related to <f> by:

(4.1)

and
F ( 0 ) = l . (4.2)

The field 4>' is the transformed field, non-linearly related to <j>, and F{<j>) is an arbi-
trary function of <f> which fulfills the constraint above. This is called representation
independence. To illustrate Haag's theorem, ref. [5] applies it on elastic IV+TT0 elastic
scattering at tree level. It is shown that three different Lagrangians give the same

41
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leading order result for the amplitude. Another application is the 'Partial Conserva-
tion of the Axial Current (or PCAC)' theorem which states that one may either use
the pion field n or the divergence of the axial vector current daA

a as the pseudoscalar
state.

Another useful theorem due to Appelquist and Carazzone [27] can be introduced
by asking the question: If one has a renormalizable theory at a high energy scale
with certain degrees of freedom, how does the theory behave at much lower ener-
gies? The theorem states that the actual degrees of freedom at the lower energy
scale have non-renormalizable corrections due to interactions at high energies. These
corrections are of order (\/MH)N where MH is a typical mass at high energies and
N could be l,2,..oo. These corrections are non-renormalizable due to a dimensionful
coupling constant. Even though there are infinitely many correction terms, the series
has usually a fast convergence due to a heavy mass in the denominator. Thus, the
series can in practice be truncated after one or two terms. Fermi theory is a typical
application of the Appelquist/Carazzone theorem because correction terms to the
free theory contains four-quark operators of the three light quarks (u, d, s) times the
Fermi coupling constant GF • The typical mass parameter in this case is then the
M -̂boson mass. Effects of the three heavy quarks (c, b, t) can be seen in the Wilson
coefficients. This means that, even at low energies, one can see relics of high energy
physics through the coupling constants. This could be a very important window to
search for physics beyond the Standard Model. Fine tuning of the experimental pa-
rameters can give us vital information about energies which we will never be able
to reach with todays technique of building accelerator devices. If it is possible to
measure different parameters with high enough accuracy, we could for instance tell
at what scale the suggested supersymmetric particles (SUSY) would come into play.

The difference between a so called fundamental and an effective theory is rather
vague. In fact, all theories are in a way effective. This is so because they can only
be applied at certain energy scales. We will describe the different energy regions in
three stages (see fig.4.1). At high energies (above A = \GeV) one can perturbatively
apply the Standard Model QCD Lagrangian while at energies below 200MeV, say,
we have an effective meson theory governed by xPT. Previously, there were no good
models to calculate the coefficients in the expansion of x?T. This energy gap has
been somehow bridged by the xQM for instance. It is therefore possible to relate
different parameters in the models. Hence, the energy range which the xQM can
be applied is then between 200MeV and lOOOMeV which can be called intermediate
energies. It consists of the Standard Model QCD Lagrangian in addition to a term
that takes into account spontaneous symmetry breaking occurring at the hadronic
scale of order A. This term introduces the pseudoscalar meson octet. It is important
to note that the xQM is a model ansatz of QCD in such a way that xPT c a n De

regarded as an effective theory of both the Standard Model QCD Lagrangian and of
the XQM.

Maybe, a better model at intermediate energies is the extended Nambu-Jona-
Lasinio model (ENJL) [30]. In the mean-field approximation of the ENJL model the

is justified. One should note that the different energy regions are not sharply
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Energy

"QCD

current quarks and hard gluons

XQM

constituent quarks, soft gluons and mesons

M,AQCD

mesons

Figure 4.1: The three stage model.
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delimited and they should be looked upon merely as indicative scales.
This three stage model has analogies with a bag model with a shell which is

smeared out. The inner part of the bag (R < Ri) is associated with the high energy
region where we have quarks and gluons. Then (Ri < R < R2), there is an inter-
mediate region consisting of quarks and mesons. In the outer part, we have the pure
mesonic region for R > #2-

In the case of xPT the low energy expansion relies on the expansion in energy
which in turn is associated with factors of momenta. The standard references to xPT
is the works done by Gasser and Leutwyler [16], [31]. The expansion is valid since the
energy is small. To a given order in pjM one can truncate the series at this order.
For instance, to order O(p4) in the expansion one has to use the C(p4) Lagrangian
at tree level in addition to 0(p2) used at both tree level and as loop diagrams. This
is described by Weinberg's power counting theorem [32]. In order to make physical
predictions, the coefficients have to be properly renormalized. The number of possible
terms is strongly increasing for higher orders. This complexity puts a practical limit
to how many loops one may calculate. Such a theory is non-renormalizable, which
means that one has to add infinitely many counterterms in order to get rid of the
infinities. However, when calculating amplitudes to a given order one can add a finite
number of counterterms.

4.2

is in principle an effective theory for QCD although it can not be derived
from QCD. xPT represents a tool for calculating hadronic matrix elements at very
low energies. It is an expansion in momentum and also in current quaik masses
around the chiral limit. The fields occurring in xPT are only meson fields. To a
certain power in momenta in X-P^\ o n e has to include all chiral SU(Z)i ® SU(3)R

invariant and Lorentz invariant terms that one may construct. The chiral symmetry
can only be broken by the current quark mass matrix and not by terms which are
by construction non-invariant. In xPT the number of terms is infinite and thereby
contains an infinite number of coupling constants. Chiral symmetry does not relate
the different couplings, so each one has to be determined experimentally. However,
in certain limits they can be related. At low energies higher order terms in momenta
are suppressed and only the first terms need to be maintained. To a given order
the couplings can be determined experimentally. The coupling constants should in
principle also be obtained from QCD. However, this is not possible in practice but
can be done with the xQM.

In the construction of xPT the current quark masses counts as O(p2). In terms of
the basic meson fields contained in the exponential £ and the external field sources s,
p, rv = v^ + a^ and l^ = t>M —aA, the lowest order terms in xPT for strong interactions
reads

£*PT = L-TriD^D^) + f—Tr{x^ + E*x) (4.3)
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where the sigma field,
E = e 2 ' n " ' , (4.4)

contains the Goldstone fields. The constant fT = 93MeV has been extracted from
leptonic 7r-decay data and the pion matrix is

l + Ts 7r+ K+

'" -vi + % K°
{ K~ K° -%

The factor x ' s

X = 2B0(s + ip) (4.5)

where Bo is given as the ratio of a meson mass squared and the sum of the corre-
sponding current quark masses

B0=
 ml = m« = m"° = *£ (4.6)

It can be read off directly by expanding S to second order in the meson fields and
setting the external scalar source equal to the quark mass matrix M.q. The Bo
parameter can also be related to the quark condensate

= -B0f
2M+O(M)). (4.7)

The E field transforms the following way:

E ->- E' = ULLU^, (4.8)

The covariant derivative acting on the meson fields is

Z^S = 9S - ir^E + *E/M. (4.9)

The number of a priori unknown constants are strongly increasing to higher order.
To order O(p4) there are 12 constants to be determined by experiment. They are
conventionally denoted L,:

+L7Tr(x fE -

lv ^) (4.10)

where Fjf" and F£" are the field strength tensors associated with the external fields rli

and /y. In addition to Lorentz invariance and local chiral symmetry transformation,
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1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

Li(Mp) x 103

0.4 ±0.3
1.35 ±0.3
-3.5 ±1.1
-0.3 ±0.5
1.4 ±0.5

-0.2 ±0.3
-0.4 ±0.2
0.9 ±0.3

6.9 ±0.7
-5.5 ±0.7

source
Kci , 7T7T —>• nn

Ke4 , TTTT —> 7T7T

A"e4 , 7T7T —> 7T7T

Zweig rule

L F K : FT

Zweig rule
Gell-Mann-Okubo, L5, L%
MKo - M/f+, L5,
(2ms — m u — mj) : (m^ — m u )

\ r IV
ir —>• e^7

Gammai
3/32
3/16

0
1/8
3/8

11/144
0

5/48

1/4
-1/4
-1/8
5/24

Table 4.1: The renormalized coupling constants Li(Mp). L\\ and L12 are not directly
accessible to experiment.

the strong effective Lagrangian is also invariant under parity and charge conjugation.
In order to calculate amplitudes of order O(p2), one must calculate one-loop diagrams
with all vertices from £2 and tree diagrams with a single vertex from £4 given above
together with any number of vertices from £2 . In order to take into account for the
chiral anomaly one must also include the Wess-Zumino-Witten functional [33] and
[34]. To one-loop the renormalized L, constants are determined by [35] in table 4.1.
The scale dependence of the Li's can be written

"(-)• (4-H)

Analogous to the /3-function in QCD, the coefficients I\- serves as the /^-functions of
the L.'s.

The effective chiral Lagrangian also contains a weak sector. Due to non-conservation
of parity and charge conjugation in weak interactions, the effective low energy La-
grangian must also include non-conservation of the respective transformations.

From the lowest order term in strong xPT, one can describe the corresponding
weak sector of xPT by introducing a projection operator A+ = A6+iA7 into the lowest
order term in chiral perturbation theory where A6 and A7 are Gell-Mann matrices.
This means that the original P-even effective Lagrangian from the strong sector, which
is realized by x?T, becomes P-odd and thus makes it possible to handle transitions
as K —> 2TT, 4TT, • • • etc. where an odd number of mesons participate. To lowest order
in the chiral expansion, the weak sector is described by

(4.12)
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There are other terms as well. They will be outlined from the xQM in section 5.3
and to order O(p2) the result can be written

(Q7,8)

JV(A?Z?|iE0*£t£)71r(Aj£t)] . (4.13)

The Gell-Mann SU(3) flavour matrices are defined by (\))ik = Su&jk- The notation
is to remind the reader about which four-quark operators that corresponds to which
bosonized term. The G% represents the pure octet part from the gluonic penguin
interaction with which we will be concerned. The terms proportional to GaiL are
admixtures of the octet and 27-plet of the interaction. The G'0' term is the constant
part arising in the isospin violating and Sz, ®£/i electroweak components where Gx'fi'

c

represents the corresponding O{p2) momentum corrections.

The E field can be expanded in terms of the pion fields to read off the coefficients.
Due to the incorporated symmetries in the effective Lagrangian, K —¥ nn processes
can be interrelated. We will look at the off-shell K —> n transition to order G(p2)
and later on draw conclusions at the same order in momenta for especially K —> 2n
processes. We find the ratio between K~ —> TT~ and K —* 7r+7r~ for the octet
amplitudes to be

A(K° -» *+*-). = *£* ~ ml)A(K- -> *- ) . . (4.14)
- V2f{pp)

The effective realization of the quark currents in terms of pseudoscalar fields is
obtained by comparing the standard QCD Lagrangian with xPT. By differentiating
with respect to the external sources (as for instance W^ and M.) in both models one
can compare the results and obtain an effective bosonization of the quark currents.

We will especially emphasize the penguin Q& operator. The results are given in
[15] and read

{qjluLqi) = -—j = -l-^-{Y,D^)ij + O(p3) (4.15)

dC i\
= %^D^)l} + O(P

3) (4.16)

(4.17)
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= (-1) [2B0^EJt + 2B0L5{tfD^D^)lt + • • •] (4.18)

In order to find an effective realization of the Qe operator we see that we have to go
to O(p4) in xPT in order to find a contribution since the lowest order result only
gives us EE+ = 1. Beyond the first trivial order this yields

(dRq)(qLs) = IBlflU [D"^D^}32 (4.19)

In fact, when calculating the matrix element of the (^-operator will give an estimate
of the I/5-coefficient. The K~ —¥ -n~ transition is related to the L$ coefficient by

lAU. (4.20)

Following [15] we define the coupling constant g£ of the octet chiral Lagrangian.
In term of this, the virtual K —»• n amplitude can be written:

M(K~-nr-)B = -V2GFKk2giy2)fKf, , (4.21)

where k is the momentum of the virtual meson transition. The standard contribution
to <7g for the penguin contribution, mainly due to Q&, can be written as

9(Qe)s = gi1/2)(Qe)s = -16 ReCsiit) ( ^ ) 2 U , (4.22)

where L$ is the coupling constant of the relevant term in the strong chiral Lagrangian
of O(p4) as defined in eq. 4.10.

The largest contribution to pg is coming from the four quark operator Q_ of
left-left type, which gives the amplitude[15]

9im(Q-) = \C-{\ - -^(1 - 6)] (4.23)

where C_ is the Wilson coefficient of the operator Q_, which is C_ ~ 2 at ft cz 0.8GeV,
and the quantity 5 represents non-factorizable gluon condensate corrections which will
be introduced in the next section:

Writing < ^f-G2 >= TJ4, the quantity r\ is of the order 400 MeV, which gives a value
of 6 around 3 (S ~ 2.6,3.0,3.7 for 77 = 376,390,410 MeV, respectively.) Using
TJ = Z76MeV and fi ~ 0.8GeV, one obtains g{

a
1/2){Q-) zt 1.6, while for r? = 390MeV

and fi ~ 320MeV one obtains [15] gg1/2\Q-) ~ 2.6. Anyway, the prediction will be
below the experimental value for the total A/ = 1/2 amplitude [36, 15]

= 5.1. (4.25)
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Figure 4.2: Contributions in the process K° —»• n+n~. An example of the FKW
theorem. The constant term drops out by considering the tadpole term.

4.2.1 An Example of the FKW Theorem in

The lowest order terms in x^T is shown in eq.4.3. In the weak sector of xPT there
is a term which is normally not cited

£ 8 = g8 (4.26)

We will show how this term gives a non-vanishing contribution in the K -¥ n+n~
decay. It is important to realize that £8 gives rise to tadpole diagrams. The two
contributions are shown in fig. 4.2. If we expand £8 , the actual terms become

L.% — zt>o(m.3 — m^jg^il——n + • T T J " T ^ \ yi.li)

This gives the Feynman rules for the weak vertices. In the strong sector one finds

J- (4.28)

where we have made use of Tr(X'Xb) = 25ab and Tr(AaA6AcA(i) = 2{Sab6cd - 5ac6M +
SadShc). Taking also into account the terms proportional to the current quark masses
in the strong sector one finds for the actual terms

(4.29)
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K°) (4.30)

(4.31)

^ (4.32)

By using d^ -> ipu for incoming and d» —> —ipu for outgoing particles, one finds that
the momentum dependent terms give a factor 2{m2

K — ml). Combining all the terms
and using i/(—rn2

K) for the tadpole propagator give the total amplitude as

M = •o98

P
2V2Bog8

P

(ms -

{m, - md)

u + 2md + ms)

^
1. . ,1 ml

= 0

(4.34)

(4.35)

This is an example on the Feinberg-Kabir-Weinberg theorem where C& does not
contribute to any physical processes.

Another way of looking at the weak extra term, £&, is the following: because x is
proportional to the current quark mass matrix one can redefine the masses. The new
mass matrix can then be diagonalized by a proper transformation. Hence, the £g term
does not contribute to any physical process as shown explicitly by the diagrammatic
calculation.



Chapter 5

The Chiral Quark Model

5.1 XQM

As a bridge between high and low energy QCD, the xQM has been vindicated as an
effective model of QCD at intermediate energies [17], [30]. This is the mixed phase
of the three stage model. The Lagrangian can be written in the following way:

£ = CQCV + A£ x , (5.1)

where
A£x = -M(qLSqR + qRZ1qL) (5.2)

Even though the QCD Lagrangian has the same form as in eq. 1.4, we have now only
three quarks. They form a triplet under SU(3) transformations

and the c, 6, t quarks and the heavy gauge bosons are integrated out. The coupling
constant M has dimension mass and acts as an infrared regulator.

In the xQM the pions and quarks are treated as distinguished fundamental par-
ticles. This is contrary to short distance effects which are calculated by assuming the
valence quark approximation. The pions are considered as an external field and in
the version of the xQM that we have used there are no propagating pion fields at
tree level. They occur only after integrating out the quarks. One should therefore
not have the picture in mind that the pions consist of quark/antiquark pairs. This
has been called the European version of xQM. In the American version of the model
they add the kinetic pion term Tr(dli'Ed''tf) at the tree level. This could be justified
because all terms obeying certain symmetry requirements 5 [ / ( 3 ) L ® SU{Z)R should
be present in the Lagrangian. We will, however, use the European approach.

One may think that in the effective theory with qq states and pions as fundamental
particles would give a double counting in number of states. However, in reference [37]
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they argue that this is not the case since otherwise the qq state would have been
pushed far beyond the Ax energy scale and hence it would not have been a part of
the effective theory.

The sigma field and its transformation properties where introduced in eqs.4.4,4.8,
and the left- and right-handed quark fields transform as

qL -+ q'L = ULqL (5.3)

9i? -» 1R = URqR. (5.4)

In the chiral limit, where M.q —> 0, the Lagrangian is seen to be SU(Z)L ® SU(Z)p.
invariant and it is triggered by the chiral symmetry breaking. This way of parametriz-
ing chiral symmetry breaking is built in by hand and the xQM is therefore an ansatz
or a phenomenological model. It can not obtained from a fundamental theory by an
integration of a certain field in a path integral formalism. One can however look at
the model as having integrated out the heavy degrees of freedom leaving only the
three light quarks u, d, s and soft gluons. It is important to note that the gluons are
soft, i.e. having low energies. We will later come back to how they condense and
give rise to gluon condensate corrections. Effects of having integrated out the heavy
degrees of freedom are assembled in the mass parameter M. One should note that the
terms in the Lagrangian connected to the constituent quark mass M and the current
quark mass M.q have different transformation properties. We will go to the chiral
limit and ignore the current quark mass.

The constituent quark mass M can be interpreted in different ways. It can for
instance be regarded as an effective mass due to a surrounding pion "cloud" or, in
terms of Feynman path integral formalism, as the accumulated effect of integrating
out the heavy degrees of freedom.

Due to the term A£ x which couple quarks to mesons, one can calculate hadronic
matrix elements as loop diagrams. In this way one incorporates off-shell effects and
non-local effects as momentum variation of the effective interactions can be integrated
out.

The xQM is thought to apply for momenta of the order and below the scale of
chiral-symmetry breaking, which we define to be

v (5.5)

where Nc = 3 is the number of colours (-numerically Ax = 0.83 GeV). The model can
be used down to a scale of about 200MeV.

The model has appealing features such that from this model one can for instance
integrate out the meson modes to get the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model. Another fea-
ture is that we can obtain an effective meson theory xPT by integrating out the
quark degrees of freedom in the xQM [17]. The coefficients in xPT c a n therefore be
determined with the xQM.

Nature does not reveal SU{Z)L ® SU(Z)R symmetry due to the lack of a parity
doublet partner of the proton. Since a continuous symmetry is broken. Goldstones
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Vertex
uun°
ddn°
UUT)s

ddrjg

SSTJs

75
~7i
7e

1

Table 5.1: These are the exceptions where
explanation.

is not equal to unity. See also text for

theorem can be applied [8]. It states that to each generator of a continuous symmetry
group that is spontaneously broken there exists a spinless and massless particle. They
are zero energy excitation modes due to the degenerate vacuum structure. Since eight
generators are broken, there should exist eight massless particles in nature. We do
not know about massless octets but there is a meson octet Jp = 0~ which is massless
in the limit where the current quark masses are vanishing. Thus, the inclusion of the
pseudoscalar meson octet in accordance with the Sl/(3)i,®5f/(3)fl symmetry is a vital
ingredient in the xQM. The spontaneous symmetry breaking is parametrized through
the existence of approximate Goldstone bosons. Spontaneous symmetry breaking in
QCD is demonstrated through the non-zero vacuum expectation values of (0|uu|0),
(0|<W|0) and (0|ss|0). The pion masses are related to the vacuum condensates by the
current algebra Ward identity from eq. 4.7:

u + md){Q\uu + dd\0) = - 2 / > * ( (5.6)

We see that in the chiral limit the pion becomes massless.
In order to obtain Feynman rules the Lagrangian A£ x can be expanded in powers

of 1/'/„
M M

= -Mqq - 2t—ql5Uq + 2-~qU2q +
/"• JT

(5.7)

and this yields the Feynman rules. Each meson-quark-quark interaction gives a factor

\/2M7 5 (5.8)

where the constant a.\ stem from SU(3) symmetric factors from eq.5.7 and is equal
to one except for the cases where TT0 or rjg is involved. The exceptions are listed
in table 5.1. The vertex factor corresponds to the interaction in fig. 5.1a.
meson-meson-quark-quark vertices one gets a factor

iM
a27r

For

(5.9)
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mesoff-

meson .

Figure 5.1: Typical diagrams generated by the A£ x Lagrangian. There exists also
vertices with three, four etc. mesons interacting with the quarks.

Vertex
uun°TT°
UUTTOr)S

UUT)ST)8

dwir~r)$

luK~t]S

sdifw0

sdK r}8

SST)8T]&

I
2

i
62

7e
75

—k

3

Vertex
dd-Koir0

ddn°Tj8

ddr}sr)S

udn+T)s

USK+K°

USK+T)&

dsK°n°

dsK°r)8

a2
l
5

I
2

7fi

72
1

~7e
—k

Table 5.2: These are the exceptions where 02 is not equal to unity. See also text for
explanation.
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where 02 is equal to unity except for the cases shown in table 5.2. The vertex factor
corresponds to the interaction in fig. 5.1b.

When calculating amplitudes in the xQM, one can be faced with terms from
individual diagrams which seems to break chiral symmetry. However, this is only
preliminary. By summing all possible contributions to a given order such terms will
cancel and the result will be proportional to momentum squared in accordance with
chiral symmetry. This means that in the chiral limit the amplitudes vanish. This
is the FKW theorem due to Feinberg, Kabir and Weinberg [38]. See also [39]. An
exception is the Qu operator which breaks chiral symmetry.

There is also a rotated picture for xQM. The QL,R are the rotated quark fields

(5.10)

where £2 = £ and (ft)2 = E*. This rotation corresponds to transform the
Lagrangian into a pure mass term

Cx->-M(QRQL + QLQR) (5.11)

while the quark coupling to the mesons is transfered to the kinetic term in the La-
grangian _

Qi-fK + 'flsA^Q (5.12)

where

V, = (R^ + L^/2 (5.13)

A, = (Rli-Ltl)l2 (5.14)

and

#M = Pid^ + tfr^ (5.15)
I* = tid^ + tl,,? (5.16)

In this rotated picture the quark-meson couplings will also contain 7M matrices. How-
ever, the physical picture is still the same. The axial vector can be written

K = ~y(D^)( = ̂ (D,^ (5.17)

and one can see that it gives rise to the lowest order term in the strong Lagrangian,
i.e. rr(Z^E£>"S t) ex

5.1.1 Relations between /*, M, A and

In xQM one can calculate the pion decay constant. In eq.4.4 we have used fT instead
of / in the exponential. This is correct to lowest order but in our version of the xQM
it is also given by a loop diagram due to the meson-quark coupling in A£ x . This
factor with corrections is called f(°\ Fig. 5.2 shows the lowest order loop with gluon
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condensate corrections. We refer to section 5.4 for details concerning the correction
terms. The result reads

This is contrary to the American version where the pion loop is a correction to the
lowest order result. The size of the higher order condensates depends on the ratio
between the gluon condensates and the constituent quark masses but is generally
thought to be relatively small. The physical pion decay constant has been experi-
mentally determined to be / = 93.3MeV and the 'bare' decay constant /jj0' is usually
approximated by / . In practice one puts /£0' = / = /„.. However, at intermediate
stages in the calculations it can be useful to distinguish them. The quantity /^ is
dependent on the regularization scheme. In a sharp cut-off or Pauli-Villars regular-
ization the leading behaviour is ln(jp) where A is a phenomenological ultraviolet
cutoff and the logarithmic term is absorbed in the physical pion decay constant.
In dimensional regularization the singularity turns out to be fw = F(e). Thus, a
naive logarithmic divergence turns out to be proportional to l/e in the dimensional
analysis. This means that the renormalized pion decay constant has embedded the
e-singularity. The condensate corrections are rather large and influence the size of
the cut-off significantly in order to keep fT constant.

We have a similar expression for the quark condensate. The lowest order term
is quadratically divergent and the correction terms are proportional to 1/M. If we
include first order corrections the quark condensate is

(5.19)

where C, = —A2 + M2ln(A2^ ) in a sharp cut-off procedure. Within dimensional
regularization Cq can be written

C, = - M 2 r ( - 1 + t){Any.2/M2)1 (5.21)

The equations of (qq)^ and f^ put restrictions on the parameters of the
In order to have a meaningful convergent expansion in the condensates, the con-

stituent quark mass must not be too small. The equations above define the scale A
and the constituent mass M. The quark condensate is numerically determined by
QCD sum rules or similar methods. As we approximated /*0 ' with / we also do the
same for (qq)^- Its value is approximately (qq) = (—235MeV)3. It is in fact scale
dependent and a more refined version is found elsewhere in this thesis. One can draw
a function in which the points fulfill the two eqs. 5.18, 5.20 above. However, the result
is very much dependent on the parameter /„. For fn = ln(A2/M2) — 2 and the value
of A around SOOMeV yields M approximately 260MeV while the quark condensate
becomes —(235MeV)3. In the dimensional analysis the situation is more complicated
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K

Figure 5.2: Diagrams contributing to ffl. The small black circles denotes the vertex
of the axial vector.
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than for /„•. The term corresponding to Cq above turns out to be — M2F(—1 + e)
which is divergent both for £ = 0,1. If the divergence is written as a series in t it can
not be distinguished from the logarithmic divergence in / | 0 ' . One can look at f^
and C, as book-keeping parameters without ascribing numerical values.

In more complicated calculations one may use a relation between the quark con-
densate and f* which reads

C, = M2(A + 1). (5.22)

One may use this relation to trace back some of the 1/e terms to the condensate.
However, this must be done with care, as it is not always obvious which terms belong
to the quark condensate or to /„.

5.2 Vacuum Saturation Approximation

In order to have a theoretical estimate of the A/ = 1/2 selection rule is to have
a reliable determination of the short distance effects (Wilson coefficients) and long
distance effects (operators). In order to evaluate the hadronic matrix elements one
has to deal with four quark operators. They can be dealt with in different models
or approximations. One of these approaches is the vacuum saturation approximation
(VSA) where one assumes that the main contribution from four quark operators come
from the part where one has inserted vacuum states between the currents. This yields
the following factorization of the Q2 operator:

</|Qa|«) - 4{/|37(1Iu|O)(O|tl7'IL5|O (5.23)

and its Fierz-transformed version

? y * V M 0 (5-24)

Typical matrix elements for a K~ —> 7r~ transition are shown in eqs. 3.62, 3.63.
Remembering that all possible contractions have to be performed in the S-matrix
expansion we will generally also encounter matrix elements of the form:

<0|g#)(jr-|2s|ff->- (5-25)

To insert only vacuum states between the currents is actually a crude approxima-
tion. A more rigorous treatment must include a complete set of intermediate states
since it is not obvious that they can be neglected. Such terms are referred to as
non-factorizable contributions.

5.3 Construction of Weak x^T by using the

Following the procedure of [18] the lowest order terms in the weak sector of x^T can
be obtained by inserting a combination of the Gell-Mann A matrices in between the
field operators in a quark current. Typically

L -»• VLK 7"9i, (5-26)
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where A™ are appropriate projectors in flavour space. If the same rotation is applied
on the quark fields in eq.5.26, they become

qiK Y<IL -* QdKrfQL (5.27)

The axial vector in eq. 5.17 must be coupled to the rotated quark fields in all possible
ways that are consistent with Lorentz invariance and gauge invariance. Note that the
vector field transforms differently and will not contribute to gauge invariant terms.
This yields an effective theory of mesons when the quark fields are integrated out.
The bosonization of the four-quark operators of left-left type is

oc 7Y(A™EtZ?"£A:;EtZ)(lS) (5.28)

oc Tr{\™\*tfD"i:&DliZ) (5.29)

J a lY(A>A™Et£>"EEti?/lE) (5.30)

A similar bosonized composition of four-quark operators of left-right type contain
terms of the following type

(5.31)

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

Only for some electroweak penguins all the terms must be applied, while for most
of the four-quark operators some of the terms are vanishing. For gluonic penguins
only one term is left when summing all quark flavours. This yields the weak chiral
Lagrangian in eq. 4.13.

In our way of looking at the xQM the renormalization scale jx is absent. The
\i dependence from the short-distance contribution of QCD is however balanced in
principle by a fi dependence at mesonic level, i.e. due to meson loops in xPT.

5.4 Condensates

Approaching confinement energies from above, the strong coupling constant grows
and thus aggravates the perturbative picture and becomes useless when a,/n > 1.
For moderate and small momenta one can calculate deviations from perturbation
theory by considering non-vanishing vacuum matrix elements of quark and gluon
operators [40]. These operators are local, and can be determined numerically by
the QCD sum rule approach, lattice QCD, dilute instanton gas approximation or
similar methods. See [41], [40], [15] and references therein. The matrix elements
are fundamental in the sense that they characterize the quark-gluon interactions at
long distances. To estimate the vacuum corrections is a very difficult task and large
numerical uncertainties adheres even to the lowest order operators.
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In a low energy calculation each occurrence of a matrix element of dimension d
will always be accompanied by a factor l/Md. The mass M is the constituent quark
mass for u, d. s and it can not be too small in order to give a reliable expansion.

In the ordinary penguin diagram the gluon coupled to the effective weak vertex
in one end has usually been coupled to a quark current in the other end due to the
equations of motion. Due to the non-perturbative vacuum structure the low energy
gluons act as a mediator between vacuum and the weak vertex. The gluons attached
to a quark line and to vacuum will therefore describe condensate corrections. As
we will see more clearly later, we will be faced with factors of gluon tensors times a
momentum integration. The product of gluon tensors are most naturally interpreted
as a vacuum expectation value. This is how non-perturbative effects are incorporated
in a perturbative picture. A Lorentz decomposition gives a sum of products of metric
tensors which in turn has to be contracted with the indices in the remaining part of
the expression. One should note that in order to have zero momentum in vacuum
one must have at least two gluons contributing to a physical process.

By using standard Feynman rules to calculate gluonic vacuum corrections one has
to deal with the gauge dependent quantity Aa

a(x). However, the final result will be a
function of the gluon tensor and the covariant derivative. Fortunately, one can take
advantages by choosing a particular gauge. In the description of the external gluon
field we will use the point gauge [42] or sometimes called the Fock-Schwinger gauge.

5.4.1 The Point Gauge/Fock-Schwinger Gauge

In order to calculate the effective propagator one uses the so called Fock-Schwinger
gauge or point gauge. This gauge shows up to be particularly useful because the
vector potential can be written as a series in the gluonic tensor GMI/ and its covariant
derivative. The gauge is defined by

(x - xo)
aAl{x) = 0 (5.35)

where A^(x) is the gluon field. The point xo is arbitrary and acts as a gauge param-
eter. This description turns out to be particularly useful because the gluon field can
be written as an expansion of the gluon tensor and the covariant derivative. This
simplifies the calculation of the gluonic vacuum corrections considerably. In actual
calculations the gauge parameter should drop out when summing all relevant dia-
grams. In order to minimize the number of parameters, we choose a vanishing gauge
parameter. To find the vector potential as a function of the gluon tensor, one can
start with the partial derivative:

z)) = Aa
a{z) + z^daA

a
B{z)) (5.36)

The left hand side is zero due to point gauge. The gluonic tensor is

Ga
a0{z) = daA%{z) - d,,Al(z) + gf^Al(z)A^(z) (5.37)
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The symbol fabc represents the structure constants for the SU(3) group and g is the
strong coupling constant. Solving eq. 5.37 for daA

ap{z) and inserting this into eq.
5.36 gives

A'a(z) + z0d,,A'a(z) = z0G%a{z) (5.38)

The substitution z = £x gives a total derivative ^[?;4(£z)] on the left hand side.
Integrating over ( from 0 to 1 gives

W*) = f txtCTteifrW (5-39)
Jo

Expansion around x = 0 gives

Aa{x) = \x3G0a{Q) + i x ^ D ^ K O ) + ix^x^D^GgJiO) + ••• (5.40)

Here Aa = t"Aa
a, G0a = taG%a, D^ = d» - igt'Al and t" is the fundamental rep-

resentation of the S(7(3) generators. The index a runs from 1 to 8. This is an
expansion in terms of local operators which will be used for the calculation of the
fermionpropagator. Due to the fixed gauge point xo there will necessarily emerge
terms which are not translationally invariant. This is just temporary, because there
will be complete cancellation among these terms in the final result.

5.4.2 The Fermion Propagator in an External Field

Diagrammatically, the fermion propagator can be represented as in figure 5.3 up to
order g3. The total vacuum momentum is zero, and there will be no real process
where only one external gluon is attached to it. The lowest order fermionic Green's
function is defined by the matrix element of the time-ordered product of the spinors
i>{y) and rp(x) taken between vacuum states

(5.41)

This gives rise to the well known expression

i50(y -x) =[•£?- exp-*'*-)[»50(p)] (5.42)

where (including colour indices)

iSo{ph = *TJ+£<« (5.43)

Higher order terms is obtained by attaching gluons to the fermion propagator. In
order to find the first correction, we have to integrate over the space-time point z:

* - *)] (5.44)
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X- -X X-

X X

-X X- -X

X X X

'-X X- -X X-

fc b -X -X X-

Figure 5.3: Contributions to the fermion propagator. The nabla symbols denote con-
tributions from terms in the expansion of Aa(x) which contain covariant derivatives.

where g is the strong coupling constant. The term in the parenthesis ( ) is the first
term in the expansion of A^. The calculation is feasible by rewriting the z integral
as a partial derivative acting on a delta function:

Then, utilize the fact that

dS0(p)

(5.45)

(5.46)

partial integrate and skip surface terms and translationally non-invariant terms. As
mentioned in the introduction the translationally non-invariant terms can be shown
that they do not contribute at the end. One obtains the result

(5.47)

where cr1"* = ^[y^, 7"]. Similarly, for two gluon legs attached to the fermion propaga-
tor one uses the first term in eq. 5.40 for each vertex then one gets

-p + m) (5.48)
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The tensor fa0tiU = 7a(-y • p 4 m)is{i • p + m)Y(l • P + m)Y- The only operator
of dimension 4 is < G2 > = < Q\Ga

(lt,G
a-'"'\ft > which can be obtained by using the

following expressions:

Tr(tatb) = ]-8ab (5.49)

< OIG^C ÎO >= —(g^g.e - 9^9^) < G2 > (5.50)

However, these two equations should only be used for correction terms up to dimension
4. This gives for eq. 5.48:

There are two linearly independent operators of dimension 6. One of them is three
external gluons and the other one is the square of the quark current. Higher dimension
operators will not be included here. This means that one can take the trace in colour
space and average over the gluon indices. In order to calculate the power correction
one can make use of the following identities:

Tr(tatbtc) = hdahc + ifahc) (5.52)

< G3 >
< 0|/otcG°vGtpG^ |0 >= ——— {g^,gavgpP + g»pg<*P9<,v + g^g^g^p + gp^g^gp^

-g^agacgpv - g^gaPg^0 - gavg^gea — gp^gnag^)
(5.53)

>=

(5.54)

where C± = ^ < j 2 > ±± < G3 > and the short hand notations < G3 > = <
0|/atcG£'"GtoGc-o"|0 > and < j 2 >=< 0\ja'"jaj0 > have been used. Note that only
the second term in eq. 5.52 will give a condensate contribution. This is due to the
symmetry and antisymmetry of the dabc and G symbols, respectively. In order to
extract the < j 2 > dependences one has to use the equation of motion, the Bianchi
identity and translation invariance, respectively:

= 9JI, (5.55)

+ Dfin + DyG,,, = 0, (5.56)

=Q. (5.57)
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T,
71
r2
%
T<
%
%
Tr

Expression

7 • p(p2 - 3m2) + 2m(2p2 - m2)
m(p2 + 3m2) [m7 • p - p2}

7 • p(p4 — 2 p 2 m 2 -+• 9 m 4 ) •+• 2m(—p 4 — 6 p 2 m 2 -

27 • p{p* + 3p2m2 + 12m4) + 2m(-7p4 - 15p2m
-37 • p m'2(p2 + 7m2) + 3m(3p4 + 7p2m2 -

4m27 • p(p2 + m2) — m(3p4 + 4p2m2 + m
7 • p{p* - 33m4) - 2m(2p4 - 15p2m2 - 3n

h3m4)
2 + 6m4)
2m4)
4)

Table 5.3: Functions defined in text.

We do now have the necessary expressions to calculate three gluon condensate
corrections in the fermion propagator. By using the first term in eq.5.40 three times
gives

iS3(p)ij = — 7-5 JTT Ti (fP + m)-^- (5.58)
lb (jr — m*)° o

where the function 7i and similar functions introduced later are defined in table 5.3.
One can now look at the terms involving covariant derivatives. By using the second
term in eq. 5.40 for one external gluon, one gets

(5.59)

where f""" = 7^(7 • p + m)7°(7 • p + m)7<T. Furthermore, the third term in eq. 5.40
gives rise to

G^r?2 ^[r+r+r
\jr — m )

(5.60)
where a symmetrization of the a, 0 indices has been used. For two external gluons
one may take the first and third term in eq. 5.40 or interchange them. See the last
two diagrams in fig. 5.3. This give rise to two different terms and reflects the fact
that the point gauge is being used. The two terms are:

T, ) ^ (5.61)

The last term to be presented is the one one gets if one uses the second term in eq.
5.40 twice.

iS2(p, DD)i} = if- ]VP + ^7 {T* 92 < f > +T5 9 < G3 >} (7 • P + m)% (5.63)
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One can now summarize the terms involving g3 < G3 > and g4 < j 2 > in two
effective terms for later use:

< G3 >h = t g 3 <
1 2

G 3 > (
( ; 2 ! ^ * ( 7 - p + - ) | (5.64)

< i a » , = t y 3 6
j > (

( ; 2 ! ^ T7 ( 7 - P + m ) | (5.65)

Some of the results above are obtained by using the Form program, which is developed
by J. Vermaseren [43]. Eqs. 5.47, 5.48, 5.51, 5.59 and 5.60 are in agreement with
[44], while eq. 5.58 differs by a minus sign. Additionally the eqs. 5.61 to 5.65 and
especially eqs. 5.64 and 5.65 have been calculated for completeness. They can be used
in a calculation of condensate corrections to order < G3 > and < j 2 > for different
processes.

5.4.3 The Quark Condensate
It is now possible to calculate the quark condensate in terms of < G2 >, < G3 >
and < j 2 > condensates. Diagrammatically, the quark condensate can be drawn as
a loop with a unit vertex. Note that the quadratically divergent term is sometimes
thought to be spurious. Attaching external gluon lines to the loop, one can apply the
previous techniques in order to obtain condensate corrections. Using the expressions
in the former section yield

l-\ t-\ l a'<°2> l <*3g<G3> 1 g 4<j 2> ( .
{qq) ={qq)o~ 1 2 V ~ M ~ " 360T—i*r-- m-^ntT- (5-66)

Eq. 5.66 confirms previous result [45].

5.5 Regularization Schemes

Due to higher order loop calculations one has to regularize divergent integrals prop-
erly. In this section we review some regularization schemes often used in the literature.
The emphasis is put on dimensional regularization but also sharp cut-off and proper
time regularization is used in this thesis. There are different types of divergences
like logarithmic, quadratic etc. The first one is the mildest and easiest to treat. All
the methods below are able to cure logarithmic divergences. After having regularized
an integral and separated the divergent part, one can subtract off the noisy part by
adding suited counterterms. In some cases this is not an acceptable procedure. In
effective field theories, designed to describe the low energy part of a more extensive
theory, there is a physical cut-off and loop momenta is naturally regulated by an up-
per limit. In this case an UV divergence will not disappear whatever regularization
one uses. In such cases the divergence is physical and can not be removed. This is
the case for the pion decay constant fT for instance.
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The quadratic divergences are more severe and not all regularization methods
below can be used. The most robust scheme is the proper time regularization where
all types of divergences appearing in field theories can be cured. However, the most
used scheme in the literature is dimensional regularization. This is due to its nice
properties concerning Lorentz invariance and gauge invariance. Other regularizations
not presented here are for instance analytic regularization, point splitting, f-function
regularization etc.

5.5.1 Sharp Cut-off Regularization
For ultra-violet divergent (UV) integrals, the simplest form of regularization is the
sharp cut-off method. In practice, the upper limit of a momentum integration is
shifted from oo to A2 which then yields a well defined integral. A shift of the momen-
tum integration variable in general changes the result and hence this method does
not preserve Lorentz invariance. However, the leading order result is general.

The gauge invariance is also broken in this regularization scheme as seen for in-
stance in the calculation of the vacuum polarization diagram. Using a sharp cut-off
does not lead to result proportional to [k^k" — k^g*").

5.5.2 Pauli-Villars Regularization

The method of Pauli-Villars is to regulate the integrals by the propagator substitution

1 1 1 m2-M2

f - m 2 f - m2 p2 - M2 (p2 - m*)^ - M2)
(5.67)

This means that a fictitious field of mass M has been introduced. The relative
minus sign in the propagator means that the new particle is a ghost. It propagates
like a scalar but has Fermi statistics. The modified propagator is oc \/k* while the
original propagator is oc l/k2. The modified propagator reduces to the original one
as M —y oo. Taking the same limit after loop calculations, the unphysical fermion
decouples from the theory.

In this scheme Lorentz invariance is preserved. In quantum electrodynamics and
massless Yang-Mills theories, gauge invariance is also preserved. In massive Yang-
Mills theories, gauge invariance is not maintained. In [46] the self-energy part of the
charged weak boson can not be regularized in a gauge invariant way in the Pauli-
Villars regularization scheme.

Different versions of this method uses even more subtractions. These methods
have usually some undesired features [47] and are seldom used.
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5.5.3 Proper Time Regularization
Proper time regularization is defined only in Euclidean space and is defined as a
modification of the propagator

^ N = r TN-le-^+^dT -+ r r^e-^^Ur (5.68)
Jo Ji

where e = I/A2 and N = 1 for one propagator. Often associated with Proper Time
regularization is the incomplete P-function. It is defined as

r (n-2 ,z)= [ zn~3e-*dz (5.69)
Jx

where x = M2/A£. This regularization preserves gauge invariance [48].

5.5.4 Dimensional Regularization
For divergent integrals it is customary not to be restricted to four dimensions. One
introduces the arbitrary dimension D for the loop momenta. Mathematically, one is
then able to extract the divergent part of the loop integrals. This is done only for
internal momenta, while external momenta are kept in their original dimension. We
will use a regularization procedure invented by 't Hooft and Veltman [49]. It makes
use of the standard dimensional regularization where the 75 matrix anticommutes
with the rest of the Dirac matrices in four dimensions and commutes with them in
the remaining dimensions. This is a regularization procedure that respects gauge
invariance, Lorentz invariance and Ward-Takahashi identities. The anticommutator

2ga<3 (5.70)

holds in all dimensions, while the contracted metric tensor is

9°« = D (5.71)

In the naive dimensional regularization scheme (NDR) the 75 matrix anticommutes
with the rest of the Dirac matrices in all dimensions

( 7 a , 7 5 W = 0 (5.72)

The last equation can not be used in the 't Hooft/Veltman regularization scheme
(HV). In the HV scheme the 75 have different properties in 4 and D — 4 dimensions.
We use a notation where tilde used as topscript refers to 4 dimensions and hatted
topscripts refers to D — 4 dimensions.

7 ° = 7° © 7° (5.73)

Since the tilde and hat symbols denote different subspaces they commute

[7°,7/']=0 (5.74)
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The metric tensor is divided up in subspaces as well

ga0 = ga0®ga0 (5.75)

and

9°a = 4 (5.76)
ga

a = D-A (5.77)

fttf, = 0 (5.78)
The 75 is defined as anticommuting with the Dirac matrices in 4 dimensions, while it
is commuting in the remaining D — A

{7a,7s} = 0 (5.79)
[TM = 0 (5.80)

When calculating the trace of an even number of Dirac matrices, the following rules
apply

e) = Aga0 (5.81)
ay0) = Agap (5.82)

) = 4 f f a V (5-83)

We also use the following rules

- I ^
where Sa0<"> = (g^g"" + ga<rgPl> + g^g0"). Typical expressions encountered in calcu-
lations in the HV scheme give for instance

(-9aB + ga3)PaP0 -> {-^LP2 (5-86)

(-9a8 + 9a0)papp(p-kr H- ^j^Y/k2- (5-87)

We define the integrals IN as follows

where Qo = (p2 — m2)"1 and N is a positive integer. Momentum dependence in the
nominator are reduced to integrals of the type Ijv as follows

o(P2Qo)k (5.89)
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W = £-r*N (5-9°)

^IN (5.92)

The integrals /;v for N > 3 are finite and well defined. /] and I2 corresponds to the
divergent integrals for the quark condensate and fn respectively. They can be written

h = -~^Cq (5.93)

= W: ^
7» = Ttrzf* (5-95)



Chapter 6

Applications

6.1 The K° - It0 Transition
In section 3.2 we introduced the K° — K mixing. In the first subsection we will
look at effects coming from the so called Siamese penguin diagram with momentum
dependent penguin vertices. This diagram generates a non-local operator contrary
to the local O(AS = 2) operator. Since the structure of Csp is non-local due to the
derivatives, a comparison with the box result is not strictly reliable until the matrix
element has been calculated.

In the second subsection we calculate nonfactorizable effects from operators with
dimension less or equal to six. These effects can be taken into account by dressing the
Feynman diagrams with soft external gluons in all possible ways. The contribution
with lowest dimension four is {G2} while for dimension six operators there are two
independent condensates, (G3) and (j2). We will work with a model where (j2) will be
given as an expansion in gluon condensates of higher order and inverse proportional
to the quark mass M [50] i.e.

^ — (6-D

To consider (j2) terms we have to consider direct (G4) terms as well. Therefore, we
will mainly pay attention to the (G2) and (G3) terms.

6.1.1 Non-local Effects from the Siamese Penguin Diagram

Two higher order contributions to the K° — K transition are shown in fig.6.1. The
upper one is called a double penguin diagram while the lowest one is the siamese
penguin diagram. The two contributions are rather different. The double penguin
yields a local contribution and hence do not introduce a new operator but merely
gives a slight change in the coefficient of the standard O(AS — 2) operator. The
double penguin is also of higher order than the siamese penguin contribution with
respect to the strong coupling constant. In [51] they have shown that the siamese

70
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Figure 6.1: Radiative corrections contributing to the AS = 2 transition.

penguin interaction introduces a non-local effective interaction due to derivatives
appearing in the effective Lagrangian. There are reasons to believe that the Siamese
penguin diagram could give a comfortable contribution to the lowest order result. In
[51] and [52] it was estimated to give a contribution below the 10% level. A more
refined calculation for the penguin operator in ref.[36] gave roughly a doubling of
the penguin operator when momentum variation was taken into account. For the
Siamese diagram this would give an increase of a factor 4 and hence its contribution
could become highly essential. In the limit where Ax —• oo, the ratio between the
Siamese penguin diagram and the standard result could be as large as 50% in a certain
approximation (see eqs. 6.13 and 6.16). We decide to investigate this further and take
into account momentum dependence of the penguin coefficient. In order to calculate
the mixing amplitude we use the xQM. The momentum variations of the effective
interaction will be integrated out.

From the Siamese penguin diagram one can construct the following effective La-
grangian [51]:

The expression for V is

where

V = K{LU - Lc) - Xt{Le - Lt)

(6.2)

(6.3)

Mi- ni* — x(l —.
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This is the exact one-loop result for the penguin diagram with a W -̂boson and quark
q in the triangular loop. The factor rn^/(2M^) in the expression for Lq originates
from the unphysical Higgs contribution. This comes about since we have used a gauge
where the VF-boson propagator has the form

Dr(Wr = ~9"M2 (6-5)
Pw ~ Mw

The consequence of omitting a term proportional to PwPw ls reflected in the fact
that we have to introduce an unphysical Higgs field <j>. Its propagator can be found
in many textbooks, for instance in [53] and [5]. It reads

We notice that the W-mass is connected to the unphysical Higgs as well. This simpli-
fies the calculation since the answer will have a similar form as for the W-propagator.
The vertex factor for the unphysical Higgs is

^bmq,L-mqR}Vqq, (6.7)

We will primarily consider CP-conserving effects and thus look at the terms propor-
tional to Xu. In a first approximation one can use V as a constant

Vuc = Lu-Lc = in(^) + \ (6.8)
Ax 6

where Ax has been chosen as renormalization point fi. We have kept the next to
leading order term and we see that it is numerically as important as the leading
logarithm. This elucidates a problem connected to the penguin interaction. The
logarithmic factor in eq.6.8 appears due to a strong cancellation between large loga-
rithmic terms. Due to the GIM mechanism, the penguin diagram is proportional to
ln(M$y/AD - ln(M$y/m2

c) = ln(jf). We see that scales above mc drops out. The
awkward problem is partially avoided if we use a more general momentum dependent
version of the V which is

= 6 P x(l - x) r° -i r-zdxdp. (6.9)
Jo 'Jmi p-x(l-x)p2 v

Due to the momentum dependence in the coupling the loops are coupled and we must
perform a two-loop calculation. See fig.6.2.

Our model for calculating the K° -4 K mixing contains the following terms

A / / = CQCD + Chox + Csp + A£ x + • • • (6.10)

where the dots denote higher order corrections which are neglected in our approach.
It should be noted that the RGE analysis is not performed in the case of momen-
tum dependent penguin coefficients. However, in the RGE analysis the momentum
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K°

Figure 6.2: Diagrammatic representation of the Siamese penguin diagram in the xQM.

dependence is lost. The renormalization point fi corresponds to some combination of
external quark momenta in our approach.

A rough estimate of the amplitude corresponding to the Siamese penguin interac-
tion £jp will give (df^Ls)2 ->• C*( /K '"K) 2 as in eq.3.58. The derivatives will corre-
spond to some scale Ax, denned in eq. 5.5, or lower and the penguin interaction V
taken as a constant. This yields a contribution

M,p = {V2fKmK)2 • (G2
f

Oli
(6.11)

The factor H is a number which has to be determined in a more refined treatment of
the Siamese penguin. If we assume H to be equal to one and taking V as in eq. 6.8,
with or without the next to leading order contribution, we get a contribution around
10 - 20%.

Calculating the K° — K mixing, one has to deal with the lowest diagram of fig.
6.1 which in the xQM becomes a two loop diagram shown in fig.6.2. We work in the
chiral limit and put the current quark masses to zero. With a momentum dependent
penguin coefficient we have to handle the following expression

#* f
2 ^ J - M2)2 (6.12)

calculated to lowest order in momentum k of the kaon (fc2 = m^-) due to SU(3)
symmetry. The gluon momentum is p = t — r while t and r are the momenta of the
strange and down quark, respectively. The gluon momentum makes the integrals in
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eq. 6.12 connected. The momentum variation of the penguin coefficients V ~ 1/p2

for large momentum transfers makes the integrals finite in the limit Ax -^ oo. We
find a result of the following form

where Fuc is a quadruple integral over Feynman parameters

FUC = r
Jo y

o Jo Jo Jo
- y)

« 0.25. (6.15)

We did two different numerical calculations in order to check the result. First we
used a program in the Cernlib library developed at CERN [54], then we tried the
software package Mathematica [55]. Both calculations gave the same result above.
In order to find an analytic expression for the eq. 6.12 we had to use the following
approximation:

where p and a are variables which will be integrated over up to the c-quark mass
m2. This approximation is not always good and even fails for instance for u = v = 0
and x,y ^ 0,1. However, one can extract the leading behaviour where p,a —> m2.. If
we use the strong coupling constant at the c-quark scale (a,(mc) « 1/3), the result
obtained is of the order of 50% of the lowest order box diagram which is exorbitantly
large. It can be understood since we put Ax —>• oo and also used a rather crude
approximation.

To improve this result we must incorporate a finite cut-off. Taking V as a constant
we get a more refined version of eq. 6.11:

2 C72 a M2

where C is a dimensionless factor depending on the way the cut-off is introduced. We
introduced the cut-off in different ways, but all the numerical integrations gave C of
order 0.1 even with a momentum dependent penguin coefficient. If we use a , « 1/2
at the Ax scale we find that the Siamese penguin diagram is only 0.2% of the box
diagram. An analysis with a running coupling constant could be done, but will not
give a drastic change in the result and therefore there will be no need to pursue this
further.
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6.1.2 Non-factorizable Condensate Effects to
The O(AS = 2) operator gives rise to two diagrams pictorially given as

{K°\O(AS = 2)\K°) = " •»OO- + - O O - " (6-18)

The first diagram is oc N* while the second diagram is colour suppressed and is oc Nc.
In some calculations it is customary to Fierz transform the operator O. We can

take some advantages of the transformed operator as some of the generated diagrams
cancel. Consider the Fierz transformed operator:

The matrix element can now be written symbolically:

{K0\OF\K°} = ^ - r - O O - + " G O - "} (^rtex : 7"L)

+2{" ~ O O ~ + - C O - "} (vertex :YLta) (6.20)

The Fierz transformed operator gives rise to four diagrams. The symbolic descrip-
tions of O and OF are of course identical. The first term in eq.6.18 corresponds to
the second and the fourth term of eq.6.20. Similarly, the second term of eq.6.18 cor-
responds to the first and the third term of eq.6.20. Examples below show that this
is indeed the case whether non-perturbative gluon effects are included or not. One
can in fact choose to consider only "factorizable" contributions with different vertices
and prefactors (first and third term of eq.6.20 and first term of eq.6.18).

If the external field is turned off, one sees from the colour structure that the first
term in eq.6.18 corresponds to the second and fourth term in eq.6.20:

AT? = ^-Ne + 2Tr(tHa). (6.21)

Similarly, the second term in eq.6.18 corresponds to the first term (and a vanishing
third term) in eq.6.20.

In order to calculate non-perturbative contributions to BK, we need fermion prop-
agators in an external gluon field. Thus, we use the technique developed in a former
chapter.

When calculating the off-diagonal K° - K amplitude with external gluons, one
can take advantage of the diagrams already included in the expression for f*

^Mllf ^_J?_&.r*\^ J M^) , ...l (6.22)

where the dots denotes higher order condensates [15]. During the calculation we need
some useful trace expressions of the SU(3) generators:

Tr(tHb) = l-5a\ (6.23)
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Tr(tatbtc) = | (dabc + ifabc) (6.24)

and
Tr{tatbtctd) = -^•6QbSed + ^{<rbc + ifabe)(dcde + ifcdc). (6.25)

When dressing the "blobs" from the OF operator with two external gluons ending
in vacuum, one can realize that the two diagrams having only one single colour line,
i.e. the second and fourth term of eq.6.20, indeed cancels in the two gluon case (one
gluon on each loop) as seen from the colour structure

•^-Tr(tatb) + 2Tr{tatctbtc) = 0. (6.26)

In addition, the first term in eq.6.20 vanishes due to traceless colour matrices. Thus,
we only have to consider the diagrams coming from the third term in eq.6.20 with
external gluons attached. This is a non-factorizable contribution due to the vertex
structure -y^Lt". Non-perturbative gluons to order (^-G2) contributes to BK as

This is in accordance with [15]. The terms with two gluons on each loop are only
contributing to f* and therefore bring no effect into BK- Numerically, this result
change very much the next to leading l/iVc contribution.

In the case of three gluons, one again realizes that the second and fourth term
in eq.6.20 cancels in the case of two external gluons on one loop and one gluon on
the other. The cancellation is again seen by looking at the colour structure. One
encounters the sum

^-Tr{tatbtc) + 2Tr(tatbtdtctd) = 0 (6.28)

where we have used the commutator and completeness relation of two SU(3) genera-
tors and applied the trace expressions for up to four SU(Z) generators. The diagrams
with all three gluons attached to one loop are already included in the physical pion
decay constant. Thus, we are left only with the third term in eq.6.20 which we dress
with gluons. Due to the different "G", "DG" and "DDG" parts in eq.5.40 there are
totally 20 diagrams to calculate.

A useful tool for the calculation is to use a software package for algebraic manipu-
lation. We use the Form program, invented by J. Vermaseren [43], which is well suited
for our purpose. By summing up all diagrams, we find a total cancellation among
the different contributions. Especially, contributions with one external gluon with
one derivative on each loop give directly zero while contributions with two derivatives
for one gluon field and none derivatives at the other completely cancel contributions
with three gluons. This result is a generalization of a result obtained in the paper of
W. Hubschmid and S. Mallik [56] where they show that there are no contribution of
(G3) to two-point functions. A more complicated structure is encountered in our case
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when calculating the BK parameter and their result is therefore not automatically
applicable in our case.

As a cross-check of our result, we also performed the calculation with just the orig-
inal operator O. This was a more time consuming operation, but the same vanishing
result was obtained.

We have also calculated the contributions proportional to (j2) and obtained a non-
vanishing constant term (constant with respect to the kaon momentum) which is not
acceptable. However, (G4) type contributions should be included as well according to
eq.6.1. In order to complete this part of the calculation would require a major effort.

6.2 K -> 2?r Transitions

In K —y 2TT transitions we calculate in the first subsection the £.5 coefficient as defined
in xPT. In the second subsection we calculate the effect of a momentum dependent
penguin coefficient while in the third subsection we calculate self-energy effects due to
the off-diagonal s —>• d transition where we take into account both CP-conserving and
CP-violating contributions and also allow a heavy top quark. The fourth subsection
contains no results but indicates some contributions which could be important in the
explanation of the A/ = 1/2 rule.

6.2.1 Bosonization of Q§

In this section we will calculate the coefficient L5 from off-shell K —v n transitions
by use of eq. 4.20. Within the dimensional regularization scheme we have calculated
the different building blocks associated with the off-shell K~ —¥ n~ process both in
the NDR and in the HV scheme. We will make use of the scale factor Ax which was
defined earlier as

^ (6.29)

It will correspond to the scale of chiral symmetry breaking. First of all, a subtlety
one should be aware of is that the HV regularization introduces anomalous terms.
They do not cause serious problems since they can be removed by adding suitable
counterterms [57] and [20]. An anomalous term occurs in the /+ form factor for the
matrix element

(n-{r)\3<y"s\K-(k)) = f»v<f+ + j»v qt (6.30)

where q± = k ± r. Direct calculation in the xQM gives

? [<> + •••]} (6.31)

9-[0 + H (6-32)
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where the dots denotes higher order corrections in terms of q2_. We see that in the
zero momentum limit the form factors become (/£°* = / )

/ f ( 0 ) = 1 + 8 ^ (6.33)

/ " V (0) = 0 (6.34)

The last term in f+v(0) is the anomalous term and it can be cured by adding coun-
terterms [57]. In a naive dimensional regularization scheme (NDR) the anomalous
term is absent. A drawback with NDR is that the Fierz transformation is not allowed
in / ) / 4 dimensions. In the calculation of /„, there is no discrepancy between the
two regularization schemes. The result is

(0|u7"75^|/r (fc) V.NDfi = -V2ik»fi°K (6.35)

In order to determine L5, defined in eq. 4.10, we have calculated the following matrix
elements both in NDR and HV

M3 r it2 i
= (0\uf5s\K-(k))NDR + 12y/2if-jj 1 - ^ j l (6.39)

(w (r)\ds\K (k))nv =
p

11 n \4 2 11
(6.40)

(6.41)

- (n-(r)\ds\K-(k))NDR + 2 4 ^ (6.42)

In order to have a result consistent with a sharp cut-off regularization we have used
the following relation, valid in dimensional regularization only,

6f^ (6.43)
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Figure 6.3: Three diagrams contributing to the K —> n transition. The first two
diagrams are baptized as the "eight" and "keyhole" diagram, respectively.

to arrive at eq.6.38 for only one of the two (qq)o If factors. There are three types of
diagrams involved in this K —t Tt transition. They are shown in fig.6.3. The last two
contributions have to be multiplied by a factor two due to either a d or an s quark in
the condensate loop. For D = 4—2e we indeed find a cancellation among the diagrams
for the part which is not proportional to momentum. To see the cancellation one must
make use of the relation between the quark condensate and fr. The remaining part
contribute to the Ls factor. L$ can be expressed by the K — •n matrix element of the
Qe operator as in eq. 4.20. The calculated diagrams give X5 in the NDR scheme

while in the HV scheme the result reads

-f4 f f{0) M2 M3ffW Msf2 1
= i ^ [ - - 2 ^ + 1 2 X^^ + 48X^fJ (6"45)

The different results in the two schemes stem from the fact that in the HV scheme
there are anomalous terms. However, there should be no scheme dependence in L5.
In ref.[57] and [20] they have added counterterms and find the same result as in
the NDR case. Thus, L^DR is the correct one. We see that this coefficient is very
sensitive for values of the constituent quark mass and the chiral symmetry breaking
scale. Numerically this corresponds to £5 = 1.3 • 10~3 for M = 250MeV and (qq) =
(-0.235GeV)3.

We have also calculated L$ within a proper time regularization scheme and ob-
tained the result

where F(0,x) is the incomplete F-function defined as

r(o,i)= T
Jx

e,—z

-dz (6.47)
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with x = A/2/A2. In order to see the logarithmic behaviour of L$DR we have kept /J0 '
different from / . The same logarithmic behaviour is expressed by the incomplete F-
function in the case of proper time regularization. The two expressions are equivalent
if we use eq.5.5, fw = F(0, x) and eq.5.18 without condensates.

The two terms in L5 corresponds to the "eight" and "keyhole" diagram, respec-
tively. If we put / j 0 ' = / , the expression for L5 is very sensitive to the value of
M. Numerically, there is a strong cancellation between the two terms especially for
M > 250MeV. In our approach we are restricted by M < 330MeV, otherwise we
would get a change of sign in £5.

By using the LfT expression for values of M less than 250MeV, one would find
smaller values than in the NDR case.

In [15] the expression in eq.6.44 was not used in the calculation of g(Q6). Instead
the value L5 = 1.8 x 10~3 was extracted from other arguments. Moreover, using a low
H ~ M, and the scale independent quark condensate (qq) = ( — \94MeV)3, it is found
that g{Qe)s — 0.26. In general, larger values are obtained for the quark condensate
if one uses the expression used in [14, 36, 58],

Alternatively, using the values [59] < qq > = (-235MeV)3, Ls = 1.4 x 10~3 at
the scale 1 GeV (This corresponds to M ~ 245 MeV if eq.6.44 is used), and using
[60, 61] C6(/x = \GeV) = -0.026 for AQCD= 400 MeV, one obtains g{Q6)s = 0.15.
However, larger values might be obtained. If one uses \i ~ 0.8GeV, AQCD = 350MeV,
C6 ~ -0.1 and in addition [57, 18] M ~ 200MeV, one obtains g{Qe)s - 0.8. (Note
that, from C6 = -a5/(127r)(/n(m^/A|) + 5/3) one obtains C6 ~ -0.05 for /i ~ Ax).

6.2.2 Effects of a Momentum Dependent Penguin Coefficient
The leading penguin term of the Lagrangian can be written as

££5=1 = -%A.C 6 ( -8) £ {dRq){qLs) + h.c. (6.49)
v2 q^4,.

It is common to use a coefficient C6 dependent on the renormalization parameter
fi. However, this procedure does not separate between different quark momenta but
only their overall scale. However, the momentum dependence should not be ignored
in order to take into account potentially important contributions. A thorough study
of the renormalization group equation gives C6 as given by Bardeen et al. [14]. The
eq. 6.49 together with the xQM gives rise to the three diagrams in fig. 6.3. Each
diagram has a constant part and only the first two have momentum dependence.

We will in this section concentrate on the momentum dependence of the penguin
interaction and we will write the CQ coefficient as follows [62]

Ce(P
2) = ̂ P = ~^(P2) (6-50)
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When using dimensional regularization P(p2) takes the following form

P{p2) = 6r(e)T(e) f x(l - z)(£-< - A~l)dx (6.51)
Jo

where

A = m\ - i ( l - x)p2 (6.52)
B = ml-x(l-x)p2 (6.53)

and T(E) = {-4irfi2y.
first we will investigate the eight diagram. Its amplitude can be written as

Ma(K- -> *";<&) = V2G F A u ( -8 ) (^ ) 2 / x (6.54)
Jr

where

/x = / j^FK^^JFtr'.r). (6.55)

where s and r are the loop momenta in the eight diagram, while p = s — r is the
momentum of the penguin gluon. We have performed the trace calculation in naive
dimensional regularization. The function F is defined as

Since Cp is momentum dependent, this means that the two loops are coupled. In the
limit of constant Cp the loops decouple and we are back at the standard approach
for K~ —¥ ir~ amplitude. However, when P{p2) is written as in eq.6.51 we find
that Ix can be calculated analytically within dimensional regularization. We use the
Feynman parametrization to calculate Ix. Notice that the momentum dependent
penguin coefficient has a form similar to a propagator. One has to apply Feynman
parameter technique both in the ordinary sense and in reversed form in order to
disentangle the integrals after the momentum integrations. Some details are collected
in the appendix. The divergent part is transfered to f-functions while the momentum
integration is left finite. The leading contribution shows up to be proportional to
F(—1 + 3c)r(—e)F(e) where F(c) is non-singular as e —¥ 0. This should be compared
with the result with a constant penguin coefficient which is proportional to F(—1 +
t)T(e). Using the momentum dependent penguin coefficient shown above, the matrix
element for K~ —> n~ can in principle be calculated analytically to any order in mass.
Within the approximation m2

c » M2, we find the result:

J ( 1 ) ( ) 2 *2 ("2) ( 7 ) 2 ml [1 + 0(-%) + °{e)]' (6'57)

The keyhole diagram is proportional to M2 rather than ml and is therefore neglected
here.
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One can interpret the e's in light of the divergence in a cut-off procedure. If
the divergence was logarithmic one has to interpret 1/e as fn and similarly 1/e is
interpreted as Cq if the divergence is quadratic. This interpretation leads to the
following <7g (Qe) contribution:

giQeJDR = —z- , , , „ [1 + O(-TT) + °K—^)h (6-o8)

• M 2 ] (6.59)

x

This should be compared with the standard result

obtained from eqs.4.22,6.8,6.44 and 6.50. We see that there is a substantial enhance-
ment in eq.6.58 compared to the standard procedure due to the m\ term. This yields
a contribution of order 5 which, together with other contributions as for instance Q-,
will give a too large large value for the gW^ coefficient. Note that we have only kept
the leading term in mass. There will also be sub-leading terms in t. These terms are
ambiguous for the following reason: The amplitude is proportional to (ml)1'3'. If we
expand this term in order of e, we will encounter terms like

e T(-l + 3e)r(-e) ln(m2
c) (6.60)

These terms are difficult to interpret since the cancellation of the e pole is either from
the first or the second (or a combination) F function. Possible correction terms may
have the following form

M3f2 i ml , M 2 , Al
m-rr , and -nrln-r^A n *** 1 O 1 » •> —

xx A^< qq>
One should however have in mind that the mentioned next to leading order terms
in e have large coefficients of order 10. Though at first sight it seems like the eight-
diagram is substantially enhanced due to the ml factor. Unfortunately, the correction
terms are difficult to pin down. Due to large coefficients they may be of the same
order as the leading result. This should not come as a surprise since we know the
difficulties which arise when treating the penguin interaction perturbatively as we
have seen in the case of a constant penguin coefficient. In eq.6.8 the next to leading
term was numerically equally important as the leading logarithmic term.

The quadratic divergence is only appearing in left-right operators like Q6. From
penguin operators containing two left-handed currents, one obtains a product of two
logarithmic divergences, and there is no ambiguity as for quadratic divergences. The
standard contribution from Q4 is (compare with (6.59))

s = ^ r ( l n 7 T + ! ) • (6-62)
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Using the same method as for the Q$, we obtain an analytical result for a variable
penguin coefficient within dimensional regularization. In this case only the eight
diagram contributes with axial vector currents acting at the weak vertices.

- £ ( - 3 * + ! - ^ [ - B ^
where A parametrizes some calculable non-leading terms, and we have put \x — Ax in
eq.6.51. Using the values mc = lAGeV, M ~ 200AfeV and Ax ~ 830MeV, we obtain
an increase by almost 70% of the leading term with respect to eq.6.62. However, this
is partially compensated by the non-leading term ~ M2/A^, and the overall result is
an increase of order 20% of giQ^DR with respect to g(Q4)s- Even if 5(154) is small
(~ 0.05), eq.6.63 gives an idea of how the penguin contributions behave when the
variation of the penguin coefficients are taken into account. However, (/(Q^Dfl is
rather sensitive to variations in M.

In order to check the reliability of our leading order result in the case of the <36

operator, we perform a proper time regularization of the same amplitude. With this
method we do not get an analytically answer, but a numerical calculation should
reveal whether or not next to leading order terms are important in the dimensional
analysis. The results are tabulated in table 6.1. We write g(Qe)p f°r proper time
results with a momentum dependent penguin coefficient and g(Qe)s for the proper
time regularized standard result (i.e. constant penguin coefficient). In the last case
we use fi = A. Since for various values for A and M the proper time regularized
integrals for (qq) and fw are either over- or under-estimated, the result for the g
factor will therefore also be over- or under-estimated. We correct for this in the last
two columns of table 6.1 by multiplication of the ratio between the physical values and
their corresponding proper time results. The phenomenologically modified jr-factors
are written as follows:

Wi^h (6-64)
The physical quark condensate is determined from eq. 3.75 with (qq)(fi — lGeV) ~
(-235MeV)3 which corresponds to (mu + md) ~ 12MeV at n = \GeV. From the
L5 coefficient discussed earlier, one sees that there is a strong cancellation between
the eight- and the keyhole-diagram for certain values of A and M. This is reflected
in the proper time calculation. In table 6.1, one sees that for A = 0.7GeV and
M = 0.33GeV the Z^-factor becomes negative. The same happens for the L5 expres-
sion calculated in dimensional regularization. We see that the modified p-factors are
very much below the result found in the previous dimensional analysis. This means
that there are large cancellations if the next to leading order contributions could be
determined. The proper time regularization will have an effective exponential damp-
ing. A typical factor encountered in proper time regularization is e~^^. In light

m2

of this we empirically damp the dimensional regularization result by a factor ®
where /? can be determined by a comparison of the two calculations of ^
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A
700
830
1000

1200
1400

700
830
1000
1200
1400

700
830
1000
1200

1400

M
330
330
330
330
330

250
250
250
250
250

150
150
150
150
150

"*(A)
1.00
0.70
0.53
0.44
0.38

1.00
0.70
0.53
0.44
0.38

1.00
0.70
0.53
0.44
0.38

u
101
126
155
185
211

82
98
115
133
148

47
53
60
66
72

<<?<?>1/3

-189
-222
-261
-303
-342

-185

-213

-248
-285
-320

-167

-190

-218
-248

-276

9{Qs)s
-0.008
0.03
0.10
0.19
0.30

0.04
0.08
0.15
0.23
0.30

0.09
0.11
0.14
0.18
0.21

g(Qe)p
-0.006
0.04
0.11
0.22
0.36

0.05
0.09
0.16
0.26
0.37

0.10
0.12
0.16
0.22
0.27

-0.01
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.06

0.07
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.10

0.38
0.34
0.29
0.25
0.22

-0.01
0.03
0.05
0.06
0.07

0.09
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.12

0.42
0.37
0.33
0.31
0.28

Table 6.1: Values of g(Qe)s and g{Qe)p, for constant and momentum dependent
penguin coefficient respectively, calculated for different values of A and M. The
corresponding modified values obtained when compensating for wrong values obtained
for JT, and (qq) are also given.
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By comparing the results, one can determine (3 to be around 2. Thus, the damped,
leading order (in e), matrix element in dimensional regularization becomes

where 0 parametrizes the subleading terms. The result obtained from the proper time
method also give a value for g(Qe) at the same order as other authors have concluded.
A replacement of the constant penguin coefficient by a momentum dependent one
gives a 10 — 20% increase. This is surely not enough to explain the A / = 1 / 2 rule.

6.2.3 Non-diagonal Self-energy s —>• d Effects
For non-leptonic weak radiative decays we have written down an effective Lagrangian
which contains 6 four-quark operators and their attending Wilson coefficients to order
GF- Within this procedure, and to the same order in the coupling constant, we have
omitted terms containing operators of the form (17 • D — mq) by appealing to the
equations of motion for the quark fields

(»7 • D - mq)4)q = 0 (6.66)

where D^ is the covariant derivative containing the gluon field and m, is the appro-
priate current quark mass. This is valid in perturbative QCD but at low energies the
quark contents of mesons or baryons can not be treated perturbatively due to con-
finement. This means that the quarks are not on-shell. The off-shell effects should be
investigated with respect to the sensitive CP-violating ratio e'/e but also with respect
to possible effects connected to the A/ = 1/2 rule.

The off-shell effect is related to the binding energy and it is probably strongest in
the meson-octet and especially for the pions and kaons due to their relatively small
mass. The binding energy must be stronger for a stable particle made up of light
quarks than a corresponding stable particle made up of heavier quarks. This is also
partially supported by the Bag Model where the quarks are considered as free within
the bag. The model gives a fair description of baryons but it does not give especially
good results for light meson physics so the on-shell approach can be questioned [63].

In a series of papers [64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69], it has been pointed out that operators
containing (17 • D — mq) are not zero in general and that they will contribute to
processes like K —¥ 27r, K —> 27 and B —»• 27. When a typical bound state parameter
is turned off, the genuinely off-shell effects will vanish. In the xQM this parameter
is the constituent quark mass M.

The Standard Model Lagrangian induces no direct s —t d transition. However,
from higher order corrections it is possible to construct an effective interaction con-
taining its effect. In order to include effects of this operator it must be constructed
such that in the on-shell limit it must vanish after regularization. This defines the
physical s and d quarks in the presence of weak interaction.
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The unrenormalized s —*• d transition corresponds to an effective Lagrangian

Cu
sd = d{aif DL + bL + cR)s , (6.67)

where a, 6, c are divergent quantities given by the loop integrations, and L, R are
the left- and right-handed chiral operators in Dirac space. The quantities b and c
have dimension one while a is dimensionless. Thus, the effective Lagrangian has
dimension four. The masses and wavefunctions are multiplicatively renormalizable
and the renormalized non-diagonal s —¥ d self-energy corresponds to an effective
Lagrangian of the form [70]

£?d = -A d(if • D - md)(if • DR + MRR + MLL){ij • D - ms)s , (6.68)

which has dimension six as the standard four-quark operators since A is dimensionless
and ML, MR have dimension one. In momentum space, A is a finite, slowly varying
function of the external quark momentum (k) squared. Explicitly, in an expansion of
a in terms of k2, A becomes the coefficient of k2. Hence, A is the derivative of a in
eq.6.67 with respect to k2. The constant term is removed by counterterms. MR and
Mi depend on the mass of the s- and J-quarks.

In the limit ms,<f -*• 0, which we will work, the Lagrangian becomes

£ > , | d -+Q) = -A d(i-y • DfLs . (6.69)

One should emphasize that C^ is obtained within perturbation theory and can there-
fore not be applied on off-shell quarks strongly bound in pions and kaons.

To lowest order, i.e. when QCD effects are turned off, there is a strong suppression
of the CP-conserving amplitude due to the GIM-mechanism [24]. One finds that
A oc Gpml/Myy. In the CP-violating case the suppression is much weaker due to a
large top quark mass. In Feynman gauge the top quark contribution is dominated
by the unphysical Higgs. See fig.6.4 where H is substituted for the W boson. In the
extreme limit where mc —>• 0 and mt —> oo, we find that the top quark contribution
exactly cancels the charm contribution:

M(s -» d,mc -» 0,m« -» oo)0 -> —-j- - ™' = 0. (6.70)
6Mfr 2Mfr Zmf

When QCD effects are introduced, one gets diagrams to calculate similar to fig.6.4. It
is called the self-penguin due to the gluon from the penguin loop diagram is reabsorbed
by the external s- or d-quarks. In the CP-conserving case one obtains an unsuppressed
charm-quark contribution oc GFas(logmc)

2 [71, 72, 65]. This shows that the GIM-
cancellation do not appear in the same way to different orders. The suppression lies
now in the strong coupling constant.

The perturbative Dirac equation has to be modified in order to incorporate bound
state effects. This yields

[i-y -(id- e A p c r t - eA*7"1) - m] ij> = 0 (6.71)
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u,c,t

Figure 6.4: A typical self penguin diagram

The expectation value of the perturbative Dirac operator is thus proportional to the
binding energy of the hadronic state.

<0*|(t7-0-m)|V f c) = (1>khoV(x)\it,h) (6.72)

= J <P£$(x)kV{x)Tt>{x)k. (6.73)

A QED analogy to the s —> d self-energy transition is the electron self-energy
which is zero when the electron is on-shell. However, when the electron is bound to
a proton in the hydrogen atom, off-shell effects gives an important contribution to
Lamb shift where the energy difference between the 2sx/2 and 2pi/2 is measured to be
(1057.8±0.1)MH2 obtained by Triebwasser, Dayhoff and Lamb in 1953. If the s and
d quarks were bound by electromagnetic forces, the contribution to ds —¥ 2~f would be
proportional to the binding energy of the system, that is, of the order Qem/^B, where
rg is the Bohr radius of the system. Even though this is a small effect in QED, one
expects that off-shell effects are larger at low energy QCD scales where confinement
is very important.

We consider the s —> d off-diagonal self-energy expression and in the massless case
it can be written as

M{s-+d) = -i~dZd,s = -ik2l-y • ksA{k2) (6.74)

in agreement with eq.6.69 where k is the four momentum of the external s- and
rf-quark.

To determine the function A(ki) exactly in the pure electroweak case, we use the
Feynman gauge and find

(6J5)
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where Af2 = xMyy + (1 — x)m2 where m is the mass of the quark running in the loop.
The term oc ro2/(2Mjy) is due to the unphysical Higgs. For small k2 we obtain

AEW = -j=2^[K{ru-rc)-\t(rc-rt)] (6.76)

where the quantities r, are given by

where q — u,c,t. For a finite top quark mass mt = \8QGeV the pure electroweak
CP-conserving case gives us numerically

rc-rt = -0.167 - (-0.124) = -0.043 (6.78)

To order O,GF the GIM suppression is logarithmic. This was shown originally by
Shabalin. To obtain the two loop self-penguin we need the penguin (s —¥ d + gluon)
loop for arbitrary external momenta. By direct calculation this is divergent, and
before we insert it into the next loop to get the self-penguin, it has to be properly
regularized. We impose that the resulting expression must fulfill the generalized
continuity equation for charge. For this purpose we consider the Ward-identity

9,,rz, = Erf,(* + 9 ) - £ „ , ( * ) (6.79)

in order to determine the necessary counterterms or remove troublesome divergent
terms which are of no relevance to us. In our case V corresponds to the penguin one
loop. Note that the strong coupling g, is not included. We define the tensor T"" in
the following way

Tu{k,q) = T°"laL . (6.80)

The most general tensor structure compatible with the Ward-Takahashi identity must
be made of the accessible momenta, the metric tensor and the generalized antisym-
metric Levi-Civita symbol:

:" - -^k'q"] + Btit
avat>kaq(l (6.81)

We have used the following decomposition of the product of three 7-matrices:

7 ° 7 V = fly* - gai^ + / {
7 « - i£B"w"7)j75 (6.82)

where e0123 = 1 and 75 = I7o7i7273- Comparing this with the raw result for T" we
find the regularized expressions (For W- exchange only):

B, = 2g2
wg,t° jT dx jf'"" dyft [ M J - x(l - x)q2 - y{\ - y)k2 + 2xyq • k] "X (6.83)
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where My is defined similar to Mx earlier and i" is a colour matrix. Furthermore, the
/ / s are given by f0 = 2x(l - x); / i = y(2x - 1); /2 = -2y2 and / , = - y , respectively.

We will write a lower index A; in the tensor symbol T£" to indicate different powers
of external momentum (s or d quark momentum). This yields

TS" = log" + CofoV - ?V"1 (6-84)

+Ho(k • q)\q"q" — q2g"v] + Jokaqp(m'a (6.85)
kanv

+ flo(fc • q)[q ' r - (k • q)g'1'} + Tok^q'q" - q2g"l/\

+W0(k • qYiq'q1- - q2gau] + Po(k • q)kaq0t'
rl/a'3 (6.86)

j 3 ( q ) h ( q O ) ) f + (3 + 5 ( q ) ) ( q
q

q°k» - (k • q)g<">] + a?(k • q)2{q°k" - (k • q)g^}

+f3Qk\k • q)[q*q" - qY'\ + (36{k • q ) 3 ^ ? " - 9 V ]
( f c " 9 ) f c V ] + A(fc • q)[q2k°k" - (k • q)k'q»]

2]

+a4k
2kaqgt'"">8 + as{k • q)2kaq0("

ml> (6.87)

where the coefficients are functions of q2 only. We collect the relevant coefficients in
table 6.2.

We obtain the following expression for the renormalized self-penguin contribution:

M(s -> d,g]) = -2i£&1er j-0p£s(k + q)Yv{k>q)s . (6.88)

To obtain the result compatible with eq.6.69 we expand the d- (or s-) quark propagator
S(k + q) and Tu in powers of the external momentum k and keep in total the order
{kf only.

2

M(s -> d,g]) = ~2ig2gl(tata)kik2k"d'</tiLs(—-T)2{Cw + TTTTrCtf) (6-89)

where

f h I > + 2?EjE + T2ql
 + R<>

iP0 Za2 | a7q
2
E | Zq2

E(i0 3qE/36 Zia4 iqEas\

+~2 2~ + ~ 2 ~ + " l 8 2~ + ~T~j

and £n is found by changing the sign of the following terms in Cw: Jo, Po, a4 and Q8.
We have skipped a divergent term ex fd(qE)/qE which vanishes in the dimensional
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Coefficient

/o
h
h
h
Co
Fo

Ho

Jo
Re
Wo
Po
a2

a7

<*&
0o
06

function dependence

ln((/((9 = 0))
-z{\ - z)H

-2z\\-zf/e
-8z3(l-z)3/(3e)

2z(l - z)/A
y{l-2z)/A

4y(z3 - z2)/A2

iy/A
2y2z{-\+2z)/A*
8y2(z3 - z4)/A3

-2iy2z/A2

(y3-tfl)(l-2z)/A'
i(y2 - y*)/A'

4y3z2{\ - 2z)/A*
4iy3z2/A2

8(y2 - y3)(z3 - z2)/A3

I6y3{zs - z4)/A*

Table 6.2: Coefficients related to the self penguin diagram. Each term includes
(not written) integration over the coupled Feynman parameters y (from 0 to 1 — z)
and z (from 0 to 1). A is denned as A = m2 + j/(M^ - m2) + q%z(l — z) and
i = M2

W - z{M2
w - m2) + ^ ( 1 - z).
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regularization scheme. After the integration of momentum qg, a great simplification
occurs where all the contributions in £w coming from T£" vanishes. Then we obtain
(for q = c,t):

M(a -+ d,g2) = -i^-X^k-dft^Ls ( ^ ) \ (6-91)

where Fq is the dimensionless quantity

Fq = iwLdxL dy\

( 92,

where the unphysical Higgs contribution oc 3m2 is included. Since we have omitted
any current mass for the s and d quark and external momenta, we get some infrared
divergent terms which have been cured by introducing the lower cut-off scale A. It
will later be identified with the renormalization point. Its magnitude will be taken as
the chiral symmetry breaking scale Ax = 0.83 GeV. Note that the second last term
is divergent in the x parameter and in order to obtain numerical results we regularize
it the following way

Z1^/1- (6-93)
Jo x Jc x

This problem is due to a Ink2 term in eq.6.88 which is problematic in our expansion
and we have to compensate this with a regularization where t~l = Zn(m2/A2). For
arbitrary k2 we have terms like k2lnk2 which is the origin of the problem. We thus
had to introduce an ultraviolet cut-off in loop integrations which we have taken to be
mt.

It should be noted that in a previous calculation [65], only the case m2 >C Mw
was considered. In this case mainly the Bo term in eq.6.81 contributes to order GF •
Contributions from the other S,'s are suppressed by m^/M^, with respect to the
Bo contribution. This can be seen from the y-integration where a proper change of
variable yields a 1/M^ suppression compared to So- Including the heavy top quark,
there are no obvious suppressions and all contributions have to be taken into account.
In order to obtain the total result we must also add the contribution where the gluon
is absorbed by the <i-quark. This yields the same result as in eq.6.92.
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Combining the eqs.6.91 and 6.92, we find the self-penguin contribution to the
quantity A in (6.69):

AsP = % 2 4 ^ V [K{Fu ~ Fc) ~ Xt{Fc ~ Ft)] ' ( 6 ' 9 4 )

where hc = Tr(tata)/Nc = (N2 - 1)/{2NC) is a colour factor. We have also multiplied
by a factor 2 due to the second self-penguin diagram. Numerically, we find for m =
mc = 1.4 GeV and A = 0.83 GeV:

Fc ~ 49.0 (6.95)

Similarly, for m = m, = 180 GeV and A = 0.83 GeV, we obtain

Ft ~ -10.7 (6.96)

For the c-quark case one obtains the analytical result within the leading logarithmic
approximation

The leading part of this result was obtained in [65] for the charm quark case, while
the general result in eq.6.92 is new. Taking into account the leading logarithmic QCD
corrections by folding in [73, 74] the well known Wilson coefficients C± [11] our result
takes the form

where p(p2) = [C+(p2) + C-(p2)]as(p
2)/(2ir). Because the operator in (6.69) has

zero anomalous dimension there is no extra factor attached to p(p2)- The anomalous
dimension of all operators containing covariant derivatives are zero when perturbation
theory is used. Using the equations of motion the covariant derivative can be reduced
to mass factors and therefore no anomalous dimension is associated with this type of
operators. The linear combination (C+ + C_ )/2 is the colour octet combination of the
coefficients which has to be used because the gluon within the self-penguin belongs
to a colour octet. The C± 's are given by ratios of a, at different scales to a power
determined by the anomalous dimension of the corresponding four quark operators
Q±. Thus the integral in eq.6.98 can be performed analytically and the result obtained
in terms of as at the scales A, mc,mj, and Mw, respectively. Numerically, we find
Fc ~ 3.25. For momenta above the W mass, we expect no QCD corrections except
for the running of a, and we take

Ft = 2 l H l F ( ~ _0.37 (6.99)
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Figure 6.5: Self energy diagrams for K —> n transition.

Again, because our operator in (6.69) has no anomalous dimension, we can just
add the results for AEW and Asp. We find that the pure EW result is numerically
approximately the same as the suppressed top quark contribution in eq.6.99.

A non-vanishing result for the self-penguin diagram will affect the K —> 2n tran-
sitions. In the xQM the basic diagram with strong interaction effects are shown in
fig. 6.5 and fig.6.6 for one and two pion decay, respectively. There are also two other
diagrams for K —> ir+n~ as shown in fig.6.7. We calculate the amplitude in the
effective xQM both for K~ -> ix~ and also K -*• TT+TT~. AS a check we also found
that the K —> vacuum was zero such that chiral symmetry could be used to relate
K~ —¥ n~ to the two pion decay. This means that eq.6.69 gives an octet contribu-
tion that can simply be added to the Q$ contribution up to O(p2). To order O(p4)
we might obtain different contributions from ^6 and C^3 in eq.6.69 due to the extra
derivatives and in principle they could give contributions to different octets.

We find the following result:

3 M 2 X 1 (6.100)

where A is the quantity in (6.69). We want to compare this with the corresponding
amplitude for the penguin operator Qe

- ml) C6 ̂ p [l - 6^] , (6.101)

where we will take /i = Ax in C6. We observe that the ratio between the amplitudes
in (6.100) and (6.101) goes to zero in the limit M —y 0, as expected.

Numerically, the ratio between the self-penguin and the Q6 contribution is less
than 5 % in the CP-conserving case. On the other hand for e'/e, the situation is
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K°

K

U

Figure 6.6: A typical diagram for K -> 2n with a selfpenguin insertion.

,. -. K°

,-v U

Figure 6.7: Two diagrams with two-meson vertex for K —> 2TT with a selfpenguin
insertion.
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vwvvw

Figure 6.8: The condensed penguin diagram.

different because there is a large cancellation between the gluonic and electroweak
penguin contributions[75, 58, 57, 60, 61], i.e. between the Q& and the Qs operators.
We have compared the self-penguin contribution with the standard Qe contribution
in the CP-violating case. Using C, = - ( G F / V / 2 ) ( A U Z , - A,y,), with [60, 61] y6 -
-0.137; M ~ 220 MeV and < qq > ^ 3 ~ -220 MeV [57], we find that the selfpenguin
contribution is 10 — 15% of the Q6 contribution, that is of the order e'/e itself, after
the partial cancellation between the Qe and the Qs contributions has been taken into
account.

6.2.4 Penguin Condensation
In this section we will consider a contribution to the penguin interaction which by
our knowledge has not been considered previously. Within the standard approach
the equation of motion is used in the penguin interaction in order to obtain four-
quark operators. We will now consider a new possibility where the gluon condense
in vacuum. When the penguin gluon is not attached to another quark line but to
vacuum, we call the corresponding diagram the condensed penguin diagram. See fig.
6.8. Similar to what we did in previous calculations, the penguin gluon can also form
a vacuum condensate when combined with another gluon emitted from some quark
leg-

The penguin diagram induces an effective interaction which have been described
earlier. The new operator will be written in a form that vanishes in the standard
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approach by using the equation of motion. A possible form is

C A <?A (6.102)

where CA = Cp to leading order is the Wilson coefficient of the operator

- A(2luLtas). (6.103)

It is written in a form that vanishes in the standard approach by using the equation
of motion, i.e. (D"G^)a = -gtft

It can be shown that one, two or three gluons without derivatives (first term in
eq. 5.40) give no contribution. The reason is that either the integrand is odd or due
to helicity conservation (RL = 0). This means that the first non-zero contribution
comes from the second term in the expansion eq. 5.40. Since the operator Q&
already contains (DaGa^)a, one may convince oneself that the only condensate which
contributes is:

({DaG"»Y{D°Gaiiy) = (g]j2) . (6.104)

Contributions of this kind to K —> TT come from the diagrams shown in fig.6.9. Note
that in the rest of this section we only look at the first part of the QA operator in
order to find rough a estimate because there are contributions from (G4) terms which
we have omitted, cfr. eq. 6.1. A more rigorous treatment would also include mixing
between operators. In our incomplete calculation there are constant terms. They
have to cancel when taking into account {G4) terms. We find a contribution which is

gi1/2\AC;{(DG)2)) = - ^lTr(t't') ^ . (6.105)

In [76] an estimate of the condensate is given: (g4j2) = —p6, with p = 0.52GeV. The
value of p has large uncertainties. This makes our estimate of g% very sensitive. If
we use M = 230MeV we find a contribution to g$ which is around 0.5.

In lattice gauge calculations of hadronic matrix elements of the operators Qi, the
so called eye diagram is found to be very important. An example of this diagram
dressed with gluons condensing in the vacuum is represented in fig.6.10. In this case
there is a four-quark operator at the cross. This corresponds to a Q± operator acting
at the weak vertex. The lowest order non-zero contribution is again oc (j2). This
contribution is in some sense a non-perturbative version of eq.6.105 in the sense that
the perturbative loop with c- and u-quarks giving Cp is replaced by a u-quark loop
within the xQM. This means that the \n(m2

cjft
2) term in Cp (with fj. = A) is replaced

by ln(A2/M2). Furthermore, ln(A2/M2) will be interpreted as 4n2f2/{NcM
2), cfr.

eq.5.18 without condensates. The colour octet part of Q± contributes by (C+ + C_)/2.
This yields the following contribution for the eye diagram
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Figure 6.9: Condensate contributions in K —> it transitions.
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Figure 6.10: The eye diagram.

This result is very sensitive to the constituent quark mass M. However, for M =
250MeV and C± = 0.7,2.1, respectively, we find the contribution to be 0.3. Cor-
respondingly, a constituent quark mass M = 220MeV yields a contribution of 0.5.
Thus, the contributions from the higher order gluon condensates can be sizable. One
must note that the numerical values given in this section are only rough estimates.

The standard effects should be subtracted as indicated by the construction of the
operator QA and also direct (G4) terms must be included since we are using the
xQM. Including these terms one must have a vanishing constant term. The results
are also very sensitive to M. It is also important that the total contribution must
vanish in the limit where we apply the equations of motion. This is easy to see at
the level of the Lagrangian but is not obvious from the results given in this section.
A typical parameter which will tend to zero at high energies is the constituent quark
mass M. Unless the condensate (j2) is proportional to some power of M, one can
not take the limit M —>• 0.

Note that eq.6.106 contributes only to the CP-conserving amplitude while eq.6.105
also includes a CP-violating part of Cp which contributes to e'fe.

The message of this section is to point out that contributions of the kind above
exist and that one has to do further investigations in order to get a complete result.
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Resume

In order to do calculations at low energies of QCD one needs effective models since
the Standard Model does not describe mesonic decays but merely describes the in-
teractions at quark level. This is due to the growth of the strong coupling constant
when approaching lower and lower energies and hence the quarks become confined.
This is why we can not treat the interactions perturbatively at low energies. Both
the xQM and x^T describe the low energy behaviour of QCD.

Previously, there were no direct connection between QCD which can be used
perturbatively down to energies of 1 GeV and xPT valid up to a few hundred MeV.
This energy gap has been bridged by the xQM for instance.

The xQM is a phenomenological model that can be regarded as having integrated
out the heavy degrees of freedom in QCD. It contains quarks, mesons and soft gluons
which can condense and thus make gluon condensates. Such corrections are one of
the most important ingredients to describe the A/ = 1/2 rule. In the xQM there
are interaction terms between quarks and mesons which means that hadronic matrix
elements can be written as loop diagrams. The model at work has no propagating
pion fields, i.e. the kinetic terms for mesons appear only after having integrated out
the quarks. If the quarks are integrated out, it can describe xPT to a high order.
The xQM has been applied to energies below the chiral symmetry breaking scale of
order 1 GeV down to 200 MeV. The xQM is a QCD inspired model while xPT is an
effective theory of QCD.

Three of the papers which this thesis is based upon were made together with my
supervisor and one paper as a single author. A short review of the results is presented:

The main result of the first paper was that a very small contribution to K° — K
was found for the Siamese penguin diagram with a momentum dependent penguin
coefficient. The calculation was done with different regularizations.

The same momentum dependent penguin interaction were used in the second
paper. In dimensional regularization this enabled us to calculate analytical results
for K -> IT and a relatively small g\/2 factor was found due to large subleading terms.
Effects of the subleading terms from the density operator Qe had to be determined by
a proper time regularization of the same result. This was not necessary for calculations
involving the Q4 operator. The subleading terms were found explicitly to be large.
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However, a 10 — 20% increase in the amplitude was observed relative to a constant
penguin approach.

In the third paper nonperturbative effects on the Bx parameter were obtained.
To order {G3) a vanishing result appeared due to a complete cancellation among the
20 contributing diagrams.

In the fourth paper we did a calculation of K —> 27r which included non-diagonal
self-energy effects due to the s —¥ d transistion. This calculation also enabled us
to include a heavy top quark. The calculation was done in two ways. First, we
calculated the unphysical K -> 7r transition. The result was then related to the
physical K —¥ IT; decay due to chiral symmetry. Second, the same result was obtained
by a direct calculation of K —> 2n. In the CP-conserving case the contribution were
found to be small while the CP-violating part were found to be sizable. Due to a
large cancellation between the operators Q6 and Q$ the contribution were found to
be of the same size as e'/e itself.



Chapter 8

Appendix

8.1 Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients Applied on a Mem-
ber of the 27-plet

For instance a member of the 27-plet with hypercharge — 1, isospin 1/2 and z-
component +1/2 formed by two octet states can be written:

|2Z;y = -1 ,7=1 /2 ,7 , = +1/2)

^ | 8 ; y , = 0,7, = 1}|2; y2 = - l , 7 a = 1/2)

i Y> = ~ U i = 1/2)12; Y2 = 0,72 = 0)

(8.1)

^ ( - 1 ) ^ | 8 ; K , = -1,7, = 1/2,7,, = -1/2)|8;K2 = 0,/2 = l,72, = +1)

Tjf ^ § ;Y* = o, 72 = I , 72, = o)

^(^=) |8;K. = 0,7, = 1,7,, = 0)|S;K2 = - l , / 2 = 1/2,72, = +1/2)

8;K, = -1,7, = 1/2,7,, = +l/2)|8;y2 = 0,72 = 0,/2, = 0)

8; Ki = 0,7, = 0,7,, = 0)|2; V2 = -1,72 = 1/2,12z = +1/2). (8.2)
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We can now associate the different states with the pseudoscalar particles.

Bz;y = -!,/ = 1/2,/, = ^ ^ V

-LnK - 4=

8.2 Technical Details of Dimensional Analysis of
K ->7T

We will here give some details from the calculation of /x in eq.6.55. We expand the
propagators up to second order in the external virtual meson momentum k. Then
the propagators [r2 — M2]"1 and [(r — p)2 — M2]"1 occur in some powers. We need
one Feynman parameter (x) to perform the integral. We use the general formula

j^ys , (8.4)

where

Note that Jn+l(D) = Jn(D)(n - D/2)/n. Dropping the constant term ~ A:0, we
obtain

Ix = iJ3(D)k

- ( ^ ) ( 1 - 2x(l - x))] + ( ^ M l - x) M2 5e(4)
- (c -»• u) , (8.6)

where the quantity Sq(n) depends on the current quark masses for q = c,u:

S,(n) = / ^ [CHP2)]9 [-A^l^ , (8.7)

where [CP(p2)} = [CP{p2)}u - [CP(p2)]c. In this expression A = M2 - x (1 - x) p2.
To find Sq(n), we have to use the dimensional regularization version of [Cp(p2)] given
in 6.51, and we need the generalized Feynman parametrization

1 1 /•1

(-A)>(-Dgy - B(l,t)Jo
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where I = n- D/2 and Nq = (1 - y)(-A) + y{-Dg) = h{p2 - mf ) . Here, h =
yt{\ - t) + (1 - y)x(l - x) and mj2 = {ym2

q + (1 - y)M2)jh. The quantity B is given
by

3>j ^ (8.9)
Jo I (a + b)

Using again (8.4), we obtain

where u = D/2 — (I + e). Now, for the charm quark case q = c, we use the approxi-
mation m72 = yml/h. Then we obtain

- ( - m 2
c r f1 dt6t(\ - t ) I ( x , t ) (8.11)

l,t) Jo

Then the clue is to recognize the integral

/(X'4) = L dy h^<
which gives

5e(n) = 5 ^ j [ x ( l - x ) ] - ' (8.13)

with

tf(l,£)

Then, to leading order in m2
c, we find

(8.14)

Jx = -iJ3(D)k2Sc{3)B(D/2-2,D/2-2) (8.15)

Here the factor B(D/2 — 2, D/2 — 2) corresponds to the logarithmic divergence con-
nected to /„., and Ji+i(D) in Sc(3) to the quadratic divergence connected to the quark
condensate.
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